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Abstract 

The recent and rapid growth of silicon photonics is driven by the ever-increasing demand 

for bandwidth inside and between data centres. Silicon photonics can offer an 

unparalleled performance in terms of scalability and power consumption with low-cost 

fabrication through the leveraging of CMOS fabrication techniques. This thesis describes 

research on the silicon micro-ring resonator modulator, a device which combines energy-

efficiency with a compact footprint that is ideal for data centre applications. Both 

theoretical and experimental work is described in the context of improving the 

reachability, capacity and stability of the silicon micro-ring resonator modulator for 

inter/intra-data centre communication. Chapter 2 presents modeling work using 

MATLAB® that provides predictive results for both device-level and system-level 

performance. Chapter 3 studies the chirp characteristic of an over-coupled silicon micro-

ring resonator modulator and its capability of generating a negative-chirp modulation. 

The resulting chirp-induced power penalty is measured to be as low as 2.5 dB after 100 

km transmission. Chapter 4 focuses on the advanced modulation techniques that can be 

efficiently exploited for increasing the spectral efficiency in the typically band-limited 

system. A record single-polarization 104 Gb/s data rate per wavelength (direct-detect) 

was achieved by using digital signal processing to alleviate the modulation deficiencies 

that are specific to the silicon micro-ring resonator modulator. In Chapter 5, a generic 

resonance control method using intrinsic defect-mediated photocurrent is described and 

experimentally demonstrated to provide stability for the silicon micro-ring resonator 

modulator during high-speed operation. This control method can also lead to an “all-

silicon” system without the need for power detection using germanium.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Optical interconnect and silicon photonics 

1.1.1 The need for optical interconnect in the cloud age 

The advent of optical interconnect can be dated to the early-2000s with the aim for 

seeking replacement of electrical I/O for data centres [1, 2]. An optical solution became 

imperative after a wave of bandwidth-demanding internet services such as high-

performance computing, cloud, high-definition video-on-demand, etc., began to emerge 

in the late-2000s. According to the Cisco Global Cloud Index white paper [3], the global 

data centre IP traffic (including both intra-data centre traffic and extended-reach traffic 

linked to the data centre) that accounts for the majority of the total data centre traffic first 

entered the Zettabyte (1021 bytes) era in the year 2010 and is projected to reach 15.3 

Zettabytes by the end of 2020, with a compound annual growth rate of about 30 percent 

over 10 years. Enabling such enormous data throughput must be met with a scalable I/O 

technology in terms of bandwidth and power consumption. 

 Intra/inter-chip electrical interconnect is known to be the major performance 

bottleneck in high-speed systems in terms of power consumption [4], radio-frequency (RF) 

interference [5], transmission loss and bandwidth [6]. One notable example is the tradeoff 

between the bandwidth and reachable distance for RF signals transported in a conductive 

wire [7]: a higher bandwidth requires a shorter distance, which simply is not compatible 

with the data centre server design that consists of clustered line cards in a rack with a 
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backplane pooling resourced together through very long electrical wires. Other problems 

such as parasitic capacitance, skin-effect-induced RF resistance, impedance mismatch, 

etc., can also begin to limit the system performance as the speed increases. The 

conventional solution to overcome the capacity shortage in data centres by simply 

multiplying the number of servers becomes less and less economically viable due to the 

unsustainable power consumption associated with the insatiable demand for bandwidth. 

Optical interconnect, a miniaturized optical communication system integrated on a 

small chip, consists of a number of integrated photonics components such as a laser, 

modulator, passive waveguide and photodetector to form a short-reach optical I/O link [8]. 

Switching the communication into the optical domain can provide a superior performance 

that mitigates the technological obstacles residing in the electronic interconnect [9, 10]. 

One of the major advantages for utilizing optical carriers to transport information is the 

inherent parallelism that allows the system bandwidth to be aggregated on a single bus by 

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Therefore, it provides the bandwidth 

scalability much desired for high-throughput interconnect. Optical signal propagation 

over a short distance typically experiences very low loss and low chirp, resulting in low 

signal distortion thus preserving the signal integrity. The optical signal propagating in the 

non-conductive dielectric waveguide is also immune to RF noise and interference, which 

can allow a tight arrangement for parallel arrays in terms the of optical I/O bus in a small 

area without introducing crosstalk issues. The time delay caused by propagation in a fixed 

optical link is also predictable owing to the known optical impedance for a given 

wavelength regardless of the bandwidth of the signal. Moreover, optical signal 

propagation in dielectric does not produce resistive heating, leading to negligible power 

dissipation that has become a major issue for hyper-scaled data centres.  
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1.1.2 Silicon photonics as a preferred material platform 

Optical interconnect can be realized by several competing technologies using 

different material platforms such as III-V compounds, silicon, polymer or hybrid [11–13]. 

Though a comparable performance can be achieved among these technologies, the cost 

associated with large-volume production must be taken into consideration owing to the 

extremely cost-sensitive environment in data centre deployment. Since its inception in the 

late 1980s, silicon photonics has quickly received a wide popularity from IT industries 

because the fabrication of silicon photonics using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is compatible 

with the complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication techniques [14–

16]. Therefore, by leveraging maturely developed CMOS foundries, silicon photonic 

devices can be fabricated on the wafer level at relatively low cost.  

However, producing small-quantities of silicon photonic chip for research 

exploration using state-of-art equipment is still expensive for less-funded academic 

groups. Fortunately, silicon photonic designers can have public access to the multiple-

purpose-wafer (MPW) service offered by some international CMOS foundries such 

IMEC, IME, MOSIS, etc. [17]. The MPW service allows multiple designs to be combined 

onto a single mask so that the cost for each fabrication is shared by different groups. The 

advantage of the MPW service is that the fabrication process is well-controlled and the 

resulting device can be expected to have a relatively predictable and stable performance, 

whereas the disadvantage is that it gives less flexibility for varying the fabrication process 

(e.g. changing the doping centration) so that the device performance may not be 

optimized [18].  

One drawback in silicon photonics is a lack of optical gain since silicon is an 

indirect bandgap semiconductor. Although direct growth of III-V gain material on silicon 
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has been demonstrated [19], the resulting efficiency is not sufficient for commercial 

applications. The practical approach is through hybrid integration for which the optical 

source is coupled into the silicon chip by either chip bonding or free-space coupling such 

as end-to-end butt coupling. Laser source packaging has become the main limitation for 

the mass production of silicon photonics system in terms of yield and cost. 

1.1.3 Building blocks of silicon photonics system  

Silicon photonic building blocks contain a number of passive and active 

components such as waveguide, grating coupler, modulator and photodetector shown in 

Figure 1.1. Early research predominantly focused on the theoretical study and the 

realization of these individual components [20]. Nowadays, these building blocks are 

commonly available in the process-design- kit (PDK) provided by the foundries so that 

chip designers now concentrate on building advanced systems [21].  

One major success in silicon photonics is associated with the low-loss SOI 

channel waveguide, which exploits a high refractive index contrast between silicon and 

silicon dioxide. This leads to strong optical confinement, a prerequisite for a low-loss 

optical routing especially when tight bends (>10 µm) are involved in a limited chip space. 

As shown in Figure 1.1, the starting materiel in the SOI platform is thin-layer of silicon 

(220 nm). The underneath BOX layer (silicon dioxide) normally has a thickness of a few 

microns in order to avoid an excessive mode leakage into the substrate. A silicon channel 

waveguide is thus obtained by a full etch process that results in a strong optical 

confinement. The mode property completely depends on the waveguide geometry, the 

theory of which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Another important passive 

component is the grating coupler [22] responsible for coupling in/out light between the 
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external fiber and the silicon waveguide. A low-loss, low-reflection and broadband 

grating coupler is generally desirable in the silicon photonics system. 

 

Figure 1.1 Building blocks for silicon photonics system. Figure reproduced with 
permission from OPN/Phil Saunders. 

Silicon is known to be transparent to communication wavelengths. The dominant 

photo-detection mechanism in SOI is achieved by heterogeneous integration of 

germanium on silicon via epitaxial growth [24], thereby resulting in a structure for the 

germanium photodetector shown in Figure 1.1. For optical absorption, carriers are 

generated by absorption of the evanescent field that escapes into the germanium layer and 

are subsequently swept out by an electric field through a p-i-n junction configuration 

where the intrinsic region (that below the germanium layer) can be lightly doped in order 

to increase the conductivity [25]. Photo-detection in SOI can be also achieved via a 

monolithic approach. This mechanism is known as defect-mediated photo-detection [26]. 
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By intentionally introducing defects in the silicon, an intermediate energy level can be 

formed so that electrons in the valence band can be excited by photo-absorption.  

Modulation in SOI is enabled by a phase shifter that explores the plasma 

dispersion effect [27] where a change of carrier density leads to a change of refractive 

index. The SOI phase shifter is usually constructed using a rib waveguide in which a 

junction can be embedded in the core by ion implantation and the carrier density is 

manipulated by the electrical signal. A slab layer is implemented to provide an electrical 

access to the core. To translate phase modulations into intensity modulations, 

interferometric structures have to be deployed, which then can be generally divided into 

two categories: non-resonant type and resonant type.  

 

Figure 1.2 (a) Symmetric Si-MZM with two equal arms. (b) All-pass Si-MRR.   

is the constant phase shift for both unmodulated optical path while   is the RF-
signal induced phase modulation. 

As shown in Figure 1.2 (a), the most recognized non-resonator type of modulator 

is the silicon Mach-Zehnder modulator (Si-MZM) that is known for its large optical 

bandwidth, insensitivity to temperature fluctuation (for symmetric configuration) and 

tolerance to fabrication uncertainty [28–31]. If both arms embed phase shifters with equal 

length, Si-MZM can potentially achieve chirp-free modulation under push-pull drive, 

favorable for medium/long-reach transmission. However, there are also some drawbacks 

making the Si-MZM less appealing for short-reach communications. For instance, since 

the plasma dispersion effect is quite weak, the typical length of the Si-MZM is several 
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millimeters in order to achieve a low-Vπ (e.g. < 2.5 V, a value that is normally the 

maximum voltage provided by a CMOS chip) modulation. MZMs consume relatively 

large energy (>1 pJ/bit) due to the capacitance inherited from the long junction. In 

addition, transmission line electrodes are also needed to avoid a group velocity mismatch 

between the RF signal and optical signal. 

The silicon micro-ring resonator (Si-MRR) modulator [32–34] is an example of a 

resonant-type modulator as shown in Figure 1.2 (b). Si-MRR modulator is known for its 

small footprint (typical radius is below 30 μm) and small power consumption (<100 fJ/bit) 

due to the resonant enhancement provided by the ring cavity [35]. One of the major 

drawbacks for the Si-MRR modulator, however, is large susceptibility to the thermal 

fluctuation and a total optical bandwidth limited by the periodicity of the resonance. As a 

result, there will be additional power required to align the resonance to the laser 

wavelength via a micro-heater and maintain the resonance during the high-speed 

operation by a feedback control loop. The characteristics of the Si-MRR will be discussed 

throughout the thesis. 

Compared to the Si-MZM, the Si-MRR modulator can build a much more elegant 

WDM system with a small footprint that uses less optical sources and accordingly 

requires less power consumption. In a Si-MZM WDM system as sketched in Figure 1.3 

(a), a parallel-channel configuration must be adopted, pairing with multiple laser sources. 

If a single output is desired, a multiplexer is also needed, which increases the design 

complexity. In contrast, the same WDM system based on Si-MRR modulators, shown in 

Figure 1.3 (b), has a much simpler design where multiple Si-MRR modulators can be 

serially cascaded on a single bus waveguide with each Si-MRR modulator being operated 

in the allocated channel without crosstalk, resulting from the wavelength-selection 
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capability provided by the ring resonator [36, 37]. Therefore, a single laser source such as 

a Fabry-Pérot laser diode can be deployed to provide multiple desired wavelengths in the 

same bus waveguide, thereby leading to a much more energy-efficient system ideal for 

short-reach communication [38]. 

 

Figure 1.3 Four-channel WDM systems (a) based on parallel Si-MZMs with four 
independent laser sources and a multiplexer; (b) based on cascaded Si-MRRs in a 

single-input and single-output configuration with a multi-mode laser source. 
Drawing is not to scale. 

1.2 Statements of thesis work 

The contents presented in this thesis work resulted from my original work, guided 

by Prof. Andy Knights and Prof. Daniel Cassidy. Much of the work also relied on support 

from other personnel. In Chapter 2, simulations that involve analytical mode calculation 

(in section 2.1) and plasma dispersion effect (in section 2.2) were originally provided by 
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Prof. Lukas Chrostowski and Dr. Wei Shi during the Si-EPIC training workshop that I 

attended in 2013. The corresponding scripts compiled in MATLAB® can be accessed 

from [39]. Simulation codes developed in section 2.2 and 2.3 have undergone significant 

modifications by me to arrive at their current form. System-level simulations were 

completed with assistance from Prof. Shiva Kuma who provided me with his fiber-optic 

system coding to which I have made significant modifications. The theoretical guidance 

related to section 2.4 can be found in [40]. My other contribution to the modeling is the 

end-to-end system-level simulation providing a performance evaluation of the Si-MRR 

modulator in an extended transmission link. In particular, I contributed the simulation that 

obtains the dynamic response of the Si-MRR modulator, which serves as the link between 

the device-level simulation and system-level simulation. 

 In Chapter 3, the Si-MRR device was originally designed by Dr. Edgar Huante-

Cerόn for applications in high-speed short- reach links, but without the aim to study 

dispersion. I conceived the idea for studying the chirp characteristic, developed the 

measurement methodology and performed the theoretical chirp analysis. The high-speed 

measurement was conducted at Queen’s University by me during several extended visits, 

where I was helped by Prof. John Cartledge and his students. 

In Chapter 4, the work relied on collaboration again with Prof. John Cartledge’s 

group at Queen’s University. The experimental work presented in section 4.2 was 

performed by me together with Dr. Yuliang Gao who also contributed the DSP control. 

In Chapter 5, I originally proposed the idea and developed the resonance control 

algorithm. Prof. John Cartledge and his students provided me with help on high-speed 

measurements during an extended visit to Queen’s University.  
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1.3 Publications 

Journal papers that contribute the thesis work are listed as follows: 

Z. Wang, Y. Gao, J. C. Cartledge, E. Huante-Cerόn, D. Logan, and A.P. Knights, “DSP-

enabled 104 Gb / s 16-QAM Nyquist subcarrier modulation using a silicon micro-ring 

resonator,” IEEE photonics Technol. Lett., 2017. (Intend to submit) 

Z. Wang, D. Paez, A. El-Rahman, P. Wang, L. Dow, J. C. Cartledge, and A. P. Knights, 

“Resonance control of a silicon micro-ring resonator modulator under high-speed 

operation using the intrinsic defect-mediated photocurrent,” Opt. Express, 2017. 

(Submitted) 

Z. Wang, Y. Gao, A. S. Kashi, J. Cartledge, and A.P Knights, “Silicon micro-ring 

modulator for dispersion uncompensated transmission applications,” J. Light. Technol., 

vol. 34, no. 16, pp. 3675–3681, 2016. 

Conference proceedings that also part of the thesis work are listed as follows: 

Z. Wang, D. J. Paez, L. Dow, and A. P. Knights, “Intrinsic resonance stabilization in 

depletion-type silicon micro-ring modulators.” in IEEE 14th International Conference on 

Group IV Photonics (GFP), Berlin, 2017. (Accepted) 

Y. Gao, Z. Wang, J. C. Cartledge, S. Yam, and A.P. Knights, “56 Gb/s Single-Carrier 16-

QAM and 32-QAM Subcarrier Modulation Using a Silicon Micro-Ring Resonator,” in 

Optical Fiber Communication Conference, 2017, p. Th1B.2. 

Z. Wang and A. P. Knights, “Using the intrinsic properties of silicon micro-ring 

modulators for characterization of RF termination,” in Proc. SPIE 10107, Smart Photonic 

and Optoelectronic Integrated Circuits XIX, 2017, p. 101070G. 
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Z. Wang and A. P. Knights, “Dual-ring-Assisted MZI silicon modulator for enhanced 

intensity modulation,” in IEEE 13th International Conference on Group IV Photonics 

(GFP), Shanghai, 2016, pp. 88–89. 

Z. Wang, E. Huante-Ceron, A. P. Knights, A. S. Karar, and J. C. Cartledge, “High-speed 

low-voltage BPSK modulation using a silicon micro-ring resonator,” in 11th 

International Conference on Group IV Photonics (GFP), Paris, 2014, pp. 51–52. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical considerations enabling 

predictive modeling of silicon photonics 

modulation 

Simulation and modeling in silicon photonics is increasing in importance as more 

emphasis is placed on device deployment via large-scale manufacturing [1]. In a similar 

manner to the microelectronics industry, the need for accurate, predictive modeling of 

device variations or modifications is required to avoid unreasonable costs associated with 

experimental, exploratory investigation. The result of good modeling can increase yield 

of fabrication or lead to new devices or operational methods.  

Section 2.1 provides an introduction to guided wave theory based on the 

electromagnetic treatment in [2]. The effective index method (EIM) is used to 

demonstrate a means to compute the optical mode profile as well as the effective index. In 

addition, the reader is referred to [3] for a ray-optics approach for the understanding of 

optical propagation in a waveguide. Section 2.2 describes p-n junction physics and the 

analytical model for a depletion-type p-n junction that serves as a phase shifter in silicon 

photonics. Section 2.3 focuses on the silicon micro-ring resonator (Si-MRR) modulator 

related to the majority of the content in this thesis. Both the static response and the time-

resolved dynamic response are studied in order to understand the performance of the 

device. Together, these theoretical considerations are combined by the author to produce 

a model for the Si-MRR modulator based on an analytical form. As a result, an efficient 

model is presented which dramatically reduces the computation time, while maintaining 
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satisfactory results for the device performance prediction without the need of time-

consuming numerical simulations.  

2.1 Analytical solution for mode profile 

2.1.1 Guided wave in a 2-D slab waveguide 

 

Figure 2.1 Slab waveguide. 

Optical waveguides are an indispensable passive component in photonic systems 

and are used to confine and guide an optical wave. In general, an optical waveguide has a 

spatially inhomogeneous profile of refractive index where the core has a higher refractive 

index than the cladding. The optical confinement can be understood, from a ray-optics 

perspective, as the result of total internal refraction, a phenomenon in which light is 

totally reflected at the boundary of two materials when traveling from a dense medium to 

a less dense medium with the incident angle larger than the critical angle [4]. A simple 2-

D slab waveguide, as shown by Figure 2.1, consists of three homogeneous and isotropic 

dielectric layers extending to infinity (z→+∞). The refractive index of the core (n2) is 

larger than the refractive indices of the claddings (n1, n3), leading to a confinement along 
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the x-direction. Considering the waveguide is homogenous along the z-direction, the 

scalar wave equation can be given by: 

      
2 2

2 2
02 2

, , 0E x y k n E x y
x y


            

  (2.1) 

where 0k is the wavenumber in vacuum and equal to c  and   is the propagation 

constant in the z-direction (or the z component of 0 2k n  as shown in Figure 2.1). An 

important quantity, effective index effn , can be deduced: 

 
0

effn
k


   (2.2) 

An optical mode is commonly referred to as an electromagnetic field profile in the 

transverse plane (perpendicular to the z-direction) that results from the boundary 

conditions of the waveguide. The optical mode must be a static solution of the wave 

equation or in other words, it must form a standing wave in the transverse plane. The 

boundary condition imposes that the field (tangential components of E- and H- fields) 

must be continuous across the boundary, leading to a small portion of energy propagating 

in the cladding layer. However, the field in the cladding must be exponentially decaying 

in order to satisfy the law of energy conservation and thus it is named as the evanescent 

field. Since the sign of   2 2
0k n   will determine if the field is oscillating (confined) 

or exponentially decaying, effn must be constrained such that: 

  1 3 2max , effn n n n     (2.3) 

so that the optical field is confined in the core (   2 2
0 2 0k n   ) but exponentially 

decaying in the cladding (   2 2
0 1,3 0k n   ). For the 2-D waveguide as shown in 

Figure 2.1, the transverse electrical (TE) mode is the mode profile along the x-direction 
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when the polarization of the E-field is along the y-direction; and a transverse magnetic 

(TM) mode is the mode profile along the x-direction when the polarization of the H-field 

is along the y-direction. For the TE mode, the E-field amplitude ( )m
yE x  has the following 

expressions: 

 

 

   

      

exp ,                                                     0

( ) cos sin ,                             0

cos sin exp ,         -

m
y

C qx x

q
E x C hx hx d x

h

q
C hd hd p x d x d

h

  

        

 
        

  (2.4) 

where the superscript m stands for the m-th mode, d is the thickness of the core layer, C is 

a normalization constant and h, q, p are defined as: 

            2 2 22 2 21/2 1/2 1/2
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0[ ] ,  [ ] , [ ]eff eff effh n k n k q n k n k p n k n k        (2.5) 

The H-field amplitude ( ) ( )m m
z yH x i E x x    is then derived as: 
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  (2.6)  

The boundary condition requires that both ( )m
yE x  and ( )m

zH x  (tangential components) be 

continuous at the interfaces 0x   and x d   . By using equations (2.4), (2.6) and 

applying the boundary condition, one can obtain the so-called mode-condition 

eigenfunction: 
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tan
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hd
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  (2.7) 

Eq. (2.7) has a finite number of solutions for effn  as a result of the constraint imposed by 

Eq. (2.3). An example given in Figure 2.2 shows the computed E-field amplitudes of the 

TE-mode at a wavelength of 1.55 µm for a 2-D slab layer where 1n =1 (air), 2n =3.47 (Si), 

3n =1.44 (SiO2) and d=1 µm. Four solutions can be obtained from the mode-condition 

eigenfunction and the normalized E-field amplitudes for different modes are plotted along 

the propagation direction. It can be seen that each mode forms a standing wave in the 

transverse plane. The fundamental mode TE0 is referred to as the mode with largest effn . 

 

Figure 2.2 Confined TE-modes (plotted as E-field) in a slab waveguide. 

A similar approach can be used to solve for the TM mode, using the boundary 

conditions on the two tangential components ( )m
yH x and ( )m

zE x . Here only the final 

solutions for the model-condition eigenfunction and the E-field amplitude ( )m
xE x are 

given. The mode-condition eigenfunction is defined as: 
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and the E-field amplitude is expressed as  
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  (2.9) 

2.1.2 Effective index method  

Accurate analytical solutions cannot be found for the majority of 3-D waveguides 

(e.g. ridge waveguides) in which the confinement of light is two-dimensional. Numerical 

simulation such as finite- difference-time-domain (FDTD) method is needed to calculate 

the exact mode profile but is difficult to integrate into a fully analytical model. 

Alternatively, an analytical approximation, the effective index method (EIM) [5], can be 

used to compute the mode profile as well as the effective index. The principle of EIM is 

to convert a 2-D confinement into two separate 1-D problems with the approximation that 

the 2-D mode profile is separable in the orthogonal directions, such that 

     ,E x y E x E y  by ignoring the vectored nature of the electromagnetic field [6]. 

The EIM treatment has been commonly used for solving for mode profiles in the 

rectangular waveguide that has a large aspect ratio (width to height); normally the case 

for the typical SOI waveguide in the integrated system. 
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Figure 2.3 Illustration of using EIM on a SOI ridge waveguide. 

A typical ridge waveguide is shown in Figure 2.3 (top) where the TE mode is 

defined when the polarization of the E-field is along the x-axis and the TM mode is 

defined when the polarization of the E-field is along the y-axis. Note that the definitions 

for TE and TM modes in the 3-D waveguide are different from those in the 2-D 

waveguide, which sometimes causes confusion. The use of the EIM treatment on 

decomposing the 2-D confinement into two orthogonal 1-D confinements is shown for the 

TE mode as an example. Firstly, the ridge waveguide is horizontally divided into three 

regions I, II and III, each of which is a 2-D slab waveguide with a vertical confinement 

along y-direction. Using the TE mode-condition eigenfunction Eq. (2.7), effective indices 

'
1n , '

2n , '
3n  can be calculated for each region, which then constructs a new ‘2-D slab 

waveguide’ with a horizontal confinement along the x-direction. The effn and the 1-D 

mode profile  xE x  can be calculated by the TM-mode equations (2.8) and (2.9), 

respectively. Similarly, the 1-D mode profile  xE y  in the orthogonal direction can be 
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directly obtained from the TE-mode equation Eq. (2.6) for the slab waveguide shown in 

region II so that the 2-D model profile can be constructed by    y xE y E y . A similar 

treatment can be applied to obtain the 2-D TM mode that will not be shown in detail. The 

single-mode condition in the 3-D waveguide results from waveguide dimensions that 

support only one solution for each polarization (TE or TM) with the fundamental mode is 

normally refereed to the first TE mode. The majority of the SOI devices operate with the 

fundamental mode only. We restrict ourselves to consideration of the fundamental mode 

for this thesis while acknowledging that the results could be extended for higher modes.  

As a comparison, the TE-mode profiles (intensity) acquired by the EIM and 

FDTD are shown in Figure 2.4 for the ridge waveguide in Figure 2.3 with a geometry of 

wchannel=500 nm, tchannel=220 nm and tslab=90 nm. The main disagreement can be found at 

the waveguide edge between the channel and slab owing to the EIM approximation that 

does not properly deal with an abrupt interface change. This disparity is not particularly 

important for studying optical modulation that mostly takes place in the centre of the 

channel. The effective index effn  and group index g eff effn n dn d    are calculated to 

quantify the error introduced by the EIM. The material dispersion for Si from the 

wavelength of 1.5 μm to 1.6 µm is taken into account by using the Sellmeier equation [7]: 

  
22 2

2 31 2
2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 3

1
AA A

n
B B B

 
  

   
  

  (2.10) 

where coefficients (A1, A2 A3) are (10.6684, 0.003043, 1.5413) and (B1, B2 B3) are (0.3015, 

1.1347, 1104). The inserted λ is in units of micrometer. The refractive index of SiO2 is 

fixed at 1.44 due to the negligible dispersion for the same wavelength range.  

The results for the simulation of effn and gn  obtained by EIM and FDTD 

simulation are provided in Figure 2.5 for comparison. Good agreement is reached with 
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only about 1.5 % difference between the two methods for effn  and 0.1% for gn  for a 

wavelength of 1.55 μm. 

 

Figure 2.4 Mode profiles obtained by EIM and FDTD. 

\  

Figure 2.5 Effective index and group index estimation by EIM and FDTD.  
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2.2 Modulation in SOI waveguides 

2.2.1 Plasma dispersion effect  

In an optical transmission link employing external modulation, the optical 

modulator is the most important component, providing a means to encode electrical 

information onto an optical carrier. Through the electrical-to-optical (E/O) conversion, 

the intensity or phase of light may be modulated by an electrical signal. An electro-

absorption modulator can directly modulate the intensity of light through varying the 

absorption spectrum of the material in response to an applied voltage, an effect known as 

the Franz-Keldysh effect. Another type of modulation can be achieved by an electro-

optical phase shifter that modulates the real component of the refractive index of a 

material, and subsequently the phase of light guided within. State-of-art high-speed 

modulators used for optical fiber communications typically exhibit strong second-order 

nonlinearity, namely the Pockels effect, which is found to be very efficient in certain 

materials, for example Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) or III-V compounds (Indium Phosphide, 

Gallium Arsenide etc.) [8]. For the Pockels effect, the change of the real part of the 

refractive index is linearly proportional to the voltage via the second-order nonlinear 

coefficient, leading to a pure phase modulation.  

Unfortunately, due to the centro-symmetry of silicon in the crystalline form, the 

second-order nonlinearity does not naturally exist in SOI waveguides although it can be 

introduced by strain engineering (which may be used to break the centro-symmetry) [9]. 

The third-order nonlinearity, namely the Kerr effect, is too weak to be practically used for 

modulation in SOI. It is noted that modulators made from a SiGe compound can achieve 

electro-absorption based modulation via the quantum-confined stark effect [10, 11]. 
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However, the process of making a SiGe quantum-well waveguide is more sophisticated 

and not compatible with the CMOS fabrication technology currently used in the 

semiconductor industry. 

Modulation in SOI is predominantly obtained by the plasma dispersion effect  in 

which the presence of free carriers (electrons and holes) results in the optical modulation. 

This effect was first studied in detail for silicon in the landmark work of Soref and Bennet 

[12] about 30 years ago. Free carriers are introduced into the silicon waveguide via the 

process of ion implantation. The carrier-induced modulation on the complex refractive 

index ( )n i  are given by equations (2.11) and (2.12): 

 
10 2 6 2 0.8 13.64 10 3.51 10 [cm ]n N P            (2.11) 

 
6 2 2 13.52 10 2.4 10  [cm ]N P             (2.12) 

where n  represents the change of the real part of the refractive index n and   is the 

change of material absorption coefficient associated with the imaginary part of the 

refractive index κ. The carrier concentration changes are given by N  for electrons and 

P  for holes. Note that the material dispersion has been considered in the above 

equations by following the Drude-model for a range of important communication 

wavelengths [13]. It should also be noted that the phase modulation and intensity 

modulation always accompany each other, which is generally undesirable.  

Carrier concentration in SOI waveguides can be electrically manipulated by 

depletion, injection and accumulation, leading to three popular junction designs [14]: 

carrier-depletion based p-n junction, carrier-injection based p-i-n junction and carrier-

accumulation based on p-oxide-n junction or metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure 

as schematically shown in Figure 2.6.  
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Each design has its own advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the carrier-

injection junction operating under forward bias gives the most energy efficient 

modulation but has the smallest modulation bandwidth (<1 GHz) mainly limited by the 

minority recombination lifetime. The pre-emphasis technique [15] through which the 

frequency response of the low-speed p-i-n diode is equalized can be used to increase the 

speed of the recombination but this complicates the electrical driver design. On the 

contrary, carrier-depletion junctions under reverse bias has the smallest efficiency due to 

the small change of the carrier concentration near the depletion region, but this technique 

is generally most popular due to the large achievable bandwidths of tens of GHz [16]. The 

performance of the carrier-accumulation junction lies somewhat between the other two 

but this technique is limited in bandwidth due to the large capacitance caused by the thin 

oxide layer. The first-generation high-speed silicon modulators with bandwidths ranging 

from 1 GHz to 10 GHz were demonstrated by the Intel group between 2004 and 2005 and 

were based on an accumulation phase shifter [17, 18]. The depletion p-n junction has 

been widely accepted now as the dominant modulation mechanism for phase shifting in 

SOI as a result of the large achievable bandwidth and ease of fabrication. The focus of 

this thesis is modulation using the depletion p-n junction.  

 

Figure 2.6 Carrier depletion, injection and accumulation and junction designs. 
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2.2.2 Depletion p-n junction modulation modeling 

Since in the reverse bias p-n junction optical modulation is result for the 

interaction between free carriers and the optical field, one needs to obtain the carrier 

concentration across the whole junction under the reverse bias to adequately model device 

operation. More importantly, the geometry of the depletion region, where the 

predominant modulation occurs, needs to be well-defined. For a classical 1-D approach, 

the full depletion approximation assumes that there is an abrupt transition in terms of the 

carrier concentration at the boundary between the depleted region and the quasi-neutral 

region, which also means that no free carriers can exist in the depletion region. In 

addition, the width of the p-n junction is assumed to be much shorter than the carrier 

diffusion length, so that a linear profile can be applied for the minority carrier 

concentration from the depletion region to the doped region beyond [19]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Depletion p-n junction in the 1-D analysis. 

Figure 2.7 describes a depletion p-n junction where the carrier concentrations 

 n x  (donor) and  p x  (accepter) along the x-direction are solved. In the equilibrium 

state, the width of the depletion region dW  under the reverse bias voltage V is given as 

  02 ( )( )s D A b
d

D A

N N V V
W

qN N

   
   (2.13) 
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where 0  is the permittivity of vacuum (8.85 × 10-12 F/m-1), r  is the relative permittivity 

for silicon (equal to 11.68), q is the electron charge (1.6 × 10-19 C), ND and NA are the 

concentrations for the donor and acceptor, respectively. The Vb is known as the built-in 

potential, defined as 

 
2

lnB A D
b

i

k T N N
V

q n
   (2.14) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10-23 m2kgs-2K-1), T is the temperature in 

Kelvin, and in  is the intrinsic carrier concentration as a function of temperature: 

  
2.54

19 6726
5.29 10 exp( )

300i

T
n T

T
    
 

  (2.15) 

As shown in Figure 2.7, a junction offset biased towards the n-doped region is 

defined so that the majority of the p-n junction is p-doped. This is because the 

concentration change for the hole, compared to the electron, will produce a larger 

refractive index change but causes a lower absorption, as indicated by equations (2.11) 

and (2.12). As a result, the boundary coordinates xp and xn for the p-doped and n-doped 

regions are given as: 

 
1

d
p offset

A

D

W
x x

N
N

 


  (2.16) 
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  (2.17) 

Finally, voltage-dependent carrier concentrations  ,p x V  and  ,n x V can be given in 

region I: 
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in region II: 
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in region III 
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in region IV 
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and in region V 

 
 
 

, 0

, D

p x V
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  (2.22) 

The 2-D carrier profiles  ,p x y  and  ,p x y can be constructed by stacking of 

the 1-D carrier profile in the vertical direction under the full-depletion approximation. 

Using equations (2.11) and (2.12), the 2-D spatial profiles  ,n x y  and  ,x y  can be 
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calculated. As a result, the effective index change effn  and the absorption change pn  

for the fundamental mode can be obtained by an overlap calculation between the spatial 

profiles    , , ,n x y x y  and the mode profile, given by: 

 

2

2

( , , ), ( , , ) ( , )
( , , ), ( , , )

( , )
eff pn

n x y V x y V E x y dxdy
n x y V x y V

E x y dxdy




 
   


  (2.23) 

An example of this approach is given for a depletion p-n junction that has the 

same ridge waveguide structure as shown in Figure 2.4. The doping concentrations for the 

P++, P , N and N++ regions are assumed to be 1 × 1020 cm-3, 0.5 × 1018 cm-3, 3× 1018 cm-3 

and 1 × 1020 cm-3, respectively. Heavy doping regions are 0.8 µm away from the 

waveguide edge to avoid unnecessary parasitic optical absorption. Three junction offsets 

0 nm, 75 nm and 150 nm are considered in the simulation as a comparison. The simulated 

results for effn  and pn  with respect to the reverse bias up to -6 V for a wavelength of 

1.55 µm are shown by Figure 2.8. It can be concluded that the largest modulation 

efficiency ( effn ) occurs at the junction offset of 75 nm, indicating that the corresponding 

depleted region has a better overlap with the center of the optical mode.  

The modeling explained in this section is used for balancing the modulation 

efficiency and insertion loss of a particular modulator design, by examining different 

configurations for the doping concentration, the junction geometry and the junction offset 

[20]. It should be noted that the modeling could be also applied for solving geometries in 

the vertical p-n junction or the interdigitated p-n junction.  
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Figure 2.8 Simulated  and under reverse bias voltage from 0 V to -6 V. 

2.2.3 High-speed characteristics of a revered biased p-n junction 

The bandwidth limitation of the p-n junction can be studied using the small-signal 

circuit, or a lumped model [21] as shown in Figure 2.9, provided that the total length of 

the junction is relatively short (shorter than one tenth of the effective microwave 

wavelength). This is usually the case for the Si-MRR modulator since the majority of 

designs for high-speed operations have a radius smaller than 30 µm limiting the total 

length of the junction shorter than 200 µm whereas the effective microwave wavelength 

in vacuum for a 10 Gb/s signal as an example is 30 mm. Since the p-n junction operates 

in the depletion mode, depleted and quasi-neutral regions can be treated as serially 

connected capacitors (Cd) and resistors (Rn and Rp) respectively which results in a low-

pass filtering with an upper bandwidth limit. In addition, the parasitic resistance (Rb) and 

capacitances (Cm and Cb) that result from the co-planar metal contacts and the buried 

oxide layer (BOX) can further reduce the device bandwidth. Rs is the impedance that is 

seen at the source and typically is equal to 50 Ohms for the purpose of impedance 

matching. Accurate impedance values in small-signal circuits can be extracted through 

fitting the S11 response measured by a vector network analyzer [22]. In the model 

effn pn
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presented here, I assume that the influences from the parasitic elements (Rb, Cm and Cb) 

are negligible so that the small-signal model shown in Figure 2.9 is simplified into a first-

order RC circuit with four elements in series: Rs, Rn, Rp and Cd. The voltage across the 

capacitive element can be taken as [23]:  

  
1

1 2 d n p sj fC R R R  
  (2.24) 

The 3-dB bandwidth is defined as the frequency at which this voltage drops by half and is 

given by: 

  
1

2
pn

d n p s

f
C R R R


 

  (2.25) 

The term RC is also referred to as the time constant and has units of seconds. Under the 

full-depletion approximation, the depletion capacitance dC can be deduced from the 

infinite parallel-plate capacitor formula: 

 0
channel pn

d s
d

t L
C

W
    (2.26) 

where dW  is defined by Eq. (2.13), p nL  is the total junction length and channelt  is the 

channel thickness. More advanced analytical modeling of the p-n junction capacitance 

can be found in [24], which incorporates fringing-field effects that increases the total 

capacitance by 25% for the typical SOI rib waveguide designs.  

The analytical expression for the resistance of a doped waveguide is given by: 

 
W

R
qtL

   (2.27) 
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where  is the carrier mobility, t is the thickness of the waveguide, L  is the total length in 

the propagation direction and W is the width of the doped regions in the lateral direction. 

The series resistance for the junction with the geometry given by Figure 2.7 can be 

expressed as: 

 
2 2 2 2p p n n

p slab p channel n channel n slab

w x x w w x x w
R

q t L q t L q t L q t L   
 

    
      (2.28) 

 

Figure 2.9 Small-signal circuits for the depletion p-n junction. 

2.3 Silicon micro-ring resonator modulator  

2.3.1 Static transfer for a silicon micro-ring resonator (Si-MRR) 

Silicon micro-ring resonators (Si-MRR) are known as a special kind of Fabry-

Pérot (F-P) etalon with the cavity formed by a closed-loop ring [25]. A bus waveguide 

closely placed beside the ring forms a 2 × 2 coupler that allows light to couple into or out 

of the ring cavity. The resonant condition is achieved when a roundtrip phase change of 
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the light propagating in the ring is equal to an integer number of 2π. Thus, a standing 

wave is formed (trapping the optical energy in the ring) and a large field can be built up 

owing to constructive interference. Meanwhile, destructive interference is obtained at the 

output so that at resonance the transmitted power is minimized. Due to its notch-filtering 

characteristic, the Si-MRR is widely used for filtering and routing in an integrated system.  

Figure 2.10 shows two basic configurations for the Si-MRR, namely the all-pass 

configuration and the add-drop configuration. In the add-drop configuration, a second bus 

waveguide is placed at the drop port of the Si-MRR so that a portion of light, instead of 

being trapped in the ring, can be extracted and routed into the drop-port waveguide. 

 

Figure 2.10 All-pass and add-drop configuration.  

The 2 × 2 coupler is described by the thru-coupling coefficient t  and cross-

coupling coefficient k  and a lossless coupler is assumed so that 2 2 1t k   ( t  and k  are 

real numbers). For the all-pass Si-MRR, the field static transfer for the though port is [26]: 

 
i

thru i

a te
E

at e









 

 

  (2.29) 
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where a  is the roundtrip propagation coefficient ( a =1 means a lossless ring) and  is the 

roundtrip phase change defined as: 

 
24

effn r



   (2.30) 

The input field inE  is normalized to 1. For the add-drop Si-MRR, the field static transfer 

for the through port is: 
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  (2.31) 

and the field static transfer for the drop port is: 

 
2

1 2

1 21

i

drop i

k k ae
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  (2.32) 

Note that the all-pass Si-MRR can be considered as a special kind of add-drop Si-MRR in 

which 2t  is equal to 1.  

Simulation of an add-drop Si-MRR with a 12 µm radius and coefficients of 

1 0.93t   , 2 0.96t   and 0.97a   is shown in Figure 2.11 and plotted as the normalized 

spectrum (intensity transfer) for the thru-port and drop-port signal for a wavelength range 

from 1540 nm to 1550 nm. A Si-MRR constructed in the silicon ridge waveguide 

geometry given in Figure 2.5 allows dispersion to be included by inserting the 

wavelength-depended e ffn  according to the EIM calculation.  
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Figure 2.11 Thru-port and drop-port intensity responses for an add-drop Si-MRR.  

The periodic modes shown in the spectrum are the result of forming F-P modes in 

the ring where the periodicity is quantified by the free spectral range (FSR), defined as 

the spacing between two consecutive modes (e.g. between m  and 1m  ) and given by: 

 
2

FSR m

gn L


   (2.33) 

where L  is the cavity circumference and m  is the resonant wavelength for the mth mode. 

The group index gn  is used in Eq. (2.33) to account for dispersion. One parameter of 

particular interest is the extinction ratio (ER) defined as the ratio of the maximum power 

to the minimum power for the through-port transfer. A large ER is normally desirable in 

the majority of applications of the Si-MRR because of the associated selectivity and 

accordingly a larger resonant enhancement. Figure 2.12 shows the ER (in log scale) with 

respect to 2at for the m  mode when a  in Eq. (2.31) is swept between 0.9 and 0.99, 1t  
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and 2t  remain same as those used for generating Figure 2.11. Three operating conditions 

are shown: (1) the critically-coupled condition is achieved when: 

 1 2t at   (2.34) 

where the external loss due to the through-port waveguide ( 1t )is equal to the total internal 

loss in the cavity ( 2at ). When the Si-MRR is critically coupled, the transmitted power at 

the through port is zero and the extinction ratio is infinite (Figure 2.12 shows a finite ER 

due to digitization in the simulation). (2) The Si-MRR is said to be over-coupled when 

1 2t at and (3) under-coupled when 1 2t at . The larger the difference between 1t  and 2at , 

the smaller the extinction ratio. Thus, the design optimization of the Si-MRR normally 

leads to matching these two terms. In addition, the coupling condition has a great impact 

on the phase response of the Si-MRR that will be elaborated upon in the next section. 

 

Figure 2.12 Calculated ER for an add-drop Si-MRR when  varies from 0.9 to 
0.99. 

a
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The full width at half maximum (FWHM) or 3-dB bandwidth given by [27]: 

 
  2

1 2

1 2

1
FWHM m

g

t t a

n L t t a





   (2.35) 

The finesse of the resonator is defined as the ratio of FSR to FWHM, a measure of the 

sharpness of the resonance with respect to the free spectral range. By using equations 

(2.33) and (2.35), the finesse F  for the add-drop Si-MRR is given as: 

 1 2

1 21

t t a
F

t t a





  (2.36) 

which is fully determined by the parameters 1 2,  t t , a  and independent of the cavity 

length. The quality factor (Q-factor) of the Si-MRR is defined as the ratio of m  to 

FWHM, a measure of the sharpness of the resonance with respect to the resonant 

wavelength. Using equations (2.33) - (2.36), the Q factor can be determined as: 

 Q-factor= g

m

n L
F


  (2.37) 

The Q factor is commonly used to describe the transient behavior of an electrical 

oscillator or optical resonator. The physical manifestation of the Q factor can be 

associated with the ratio of energy stored in the resonator to the energy dissipated per 

cycle. The energy dissipation is constructed from the loss in the ring or the loss incurred 

during coupling to the bus waveguide. This lead to the concept of photon cavity lifetime 

as a measure of how long the optical energy can be stored in the cavity and is defined by: 

 
2

res
cav

Q
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   (2.38) 
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The optical bandwidth of the Si-MRR is thus determined by cav  through 1 2cav cavf  . 

The Q factor reflects an inherent trade-off between the resonance enhancements and the 

operable bandwidth. A Si-MRR with large Q factor is normally used for sensing due to 

the large resonance enhancement whereas the Si-MRR with low Q factor is required for 

high-speed modulation due to the need for relatively higher bandwidth. 

2.3.2 Static model of the Si-MRR modulator  

 

Figure 2.13 Depletion-type Si-MRR modulator 

It is well known that interferometric structures such as the Si-MRR are able to 

translate a phase modulation in the cavity to an intensity modulation at the output. The Si-

MRR modulator is realized by embedding a p-n junction as the phase shifter in the ring 

waveguide, as schematically drawn in Figure 2.13. The all-pass Si-MRR is preferable to 

the add-drop Si-MRR since the p-n junction can cover a larger portion of the ring.  

When the refractive index of the waveguide is modulated via the plasma 

dispersion effect, the effective index effn  as well as the absorption   of the optical mode 
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will be modulated as indicated by Eq. (2.23). As a result, some modifications have to be 

made for the static field transfer Eq. (2.29) , using the modulated terms   and a  defined 

as: 

  2
eff eff pnn L n L




    (2.39) 

 
 i pn pnL L

a e
     (2.40) 

where pnL  is the physical length of the p-n junction, ia  is the intrinsic loss of the 

waveguide, effn  and pna  are the carrier-induced effective index change and extrinsic 

loss calculated by equations (2.11) and (2.12), respectively.  

A simulation for DC intensity responses of a 12-µm Si-MRR modulator under 

different reverse biases is performed using the junction design shown in Figure 2.8. In the 

simulation, 88% of the ring is assumed to be covered by the p-n junction so that 

0.88pnL L  and the remaining 12% of the ring forms the coupler. The intrinsic loss 

including the propagation loss as well as the bending loss is set to be 3 dB/cm. The 

propagation coefficient a  at zero bias is determined to be 0.976 according to Eq. (2.40). 

Two simulation conditions t =0.972 and t =0.981 are chosen to study the difference 

between Si-MRRs operating under the over-coupled and the under-coupled regimes, 

respectively, while remaining close to 0.976 to guarantee a large notch depth. The 

simulated results for the intensity responses are shown in Figure 2.14, which leads to an 

important observation. If the Si-MRR is over-coupled at zero bias, it will move further 

from the critically coupled condition as reverse bias increases and the notch depth will 

keep reducing. On the contrary, if the ring is under-coupled at zero bias, it will approach 

the critically coupled condition as reverse bias increases and may or may not switch to the 
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over-coupled condition. Another major difference between the two regimes (over- or 

under-coupled), as mentioned previously, is related to the phase response of the Si-MRR, 

obtained from the argument of Eq. (2.29). The simulated phase responses for the two 

regimes are shown in Figure 2.15. For the over-coupled condition, the phase response has 

a continuous 2  change across the resonance whereas for the under-coupled condition, 

the phase response has an abrupt change at the resonance point, while the total phase 

change will be less than  . The phase response of the over-coupled MMR modulator 

allows it to be exploited in more advanced applications such as negative-chirp modulation, 

coherent modulation. This will be further investigated in later chapters of this thesis. 

The DC modulation efficiency of the Si-MRR modulator is defined as the 

resonance shift relative to the driving voltage change. Based on the intensity responses of 

the over-coupled Si-MRR modulator shown in Figure 2.15 , the modulation efficiency is 

plotted in Figure 2.16. 

 

Figure 2.14 Simulated intensity responses under reverse bias voltage from 0 V to -
6 V for the Si-MRR modulators operating under the over-coupled condition (t=0.972) 

and under-coupled condition (t=0.981) 
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Figure 2.15 Simulated phase responses under reverse bias voltage from 0 V to -6 V 
for the Si-MRR modulators operating under the over-coupled condition ( =0.972) 

and under-coupled condition ( =0.981) 

 

Figure 2.16 Resonance shift relative to the resonance wavelength at zero bias. 

The coupling gap between the Si-MRR and the bus waveguide determines the 

coupling of light from the bus to the ring. The determination of the coupling coefficient is 

t
t
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critical to the design of the Si-MRR modulator. Although there are several analytical 

treatments to calculate the coupling coefficient [28], each one has a certain approximation 

for a specific problem. Thus, to provide a satisfactory result, FDTD simulation is included 

in our model with the aim to establish a look-up table where the gap distance can be 

directly determined or extracted by interpolation. An example is given in Figure 2.17 to 

show the obtained t  through 3-D FDTD simulation with respect to discrete gap distances 

for three different slab thicknesses (80 nm, 90 nm and 100 nm). This is to illustrate how 

the fabrication uncertainty (e.g. slab thickness changes or gap changes) will affect the 

device performance. For t =0.976, 0.972 and 0.981, there is a corresponding gap distance 

of 295 nm, 275 nm, 315 nm. If the 295nm is assumed to be the optimum gap for the 

critically coupled condition, a small variation (e.g ± 20nm) can result in a change of the 

coupling condition and consequently a reduction in the notch depth. Similarly, other 

design parameters such as those for the p-n junction and the silicon ridge waveguide can 

also vary to the extent that the fabricated device deviates in performance from nominal 

simulations. To counteract the fabrication uncertainty, the current approach is to offset the 

design parameters of the device around an optimal combination by assigning them to a 2-

D matrix (for example, junction offset versus gap). Therefore, devices with the expected 

optimum performance can be obtained from a wafer even in the presence of the 

fabrication uncertainty. These types of deliberate device design variation to account for 

inevitable fabrication variation will remain an important part of commercialization of 

silicon photonics (at least until fabrication variance can be substantially reduced). The 

maximization of device yield under such conditions is a complex problem often 

approached using Monte-Carlo simulation. It is not discussed further in this thesis. 

The total bandwidth 3dBf  of the Si-MRR modulator can be estimated using the 

relation: 
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2 2 2

3

1 1 1

dB pn cavf f f
    (2.41) 

by using the RC limited bandwidth pnf  and the cavity-limited bandwidth cavf  defined by 

equations (2.25) and (2.38). Recent studies have shown that Eq. (2.41) is not able to 

accurately reflect the bandwidth due to the so-called optical peaking effect [29], which 

results from the asymmetrical small-signal response at different detunings between the 

laser wavelength and Si-MRR resonance. Nevertheless, Eq. (2.41) can still provide a 

useful estimate (usually an underestimate) of the device bandwidth, which is tolerable in 

the design phase. 

 

Figure 2.17 Thru-coupling coefficient t with respect to gap for three different slab 
thicknesses (80 nm, 90 nm and 100 nm) 
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2.3.3 Dynamic response of Si-MRR modulator 

The static model introduced in section 2.3.2 can be used to extract many 

properties of the ring modulator such as resonance, FSR, Q-factor, notch depth etc. 

However, it provides no information on the dynamic response under an RF-drive signal, 

which in this case governs the chirp characteristics of the modulator. The dynamic model 

of the ring resonator is described in this thesis by the coupling mode theory (CMT)  in 

time domain [30], which states that the Si-MRR can be treated as an RLC-like system 

with a second-order response where the perturbation of the energy is caused by the RF-

driving carrier-induced modulation on the refractive index. The damping, as explained 

previously for the introduction of the Q factor, is enabled by the energy that is either 

coupled out by the external through-port bus waveguide or dissipated by the internal loss 

in the ring. The CMT equations for the all-pass Si-MRR are given as [31]: 

             1 1 2j t j t j t
r i

i e e

d
t e j t t e j E t e

dt t
    

  
   

      
 

  (2.42) 

      2j t j t j t
t i

e

E t e E t e j t e  


      (2.43) 

where tE  and iE  are the amplitudes of optical waves at the input port and through port 

respectively, while   is the amplitude of the optical wave circulating in the ring; ω is the 

angular frequency of the optical carrier and r  is the angular resonance frequency; i  is 

the amplitude decay time constant due to the internal loss in the ring; and e  is the 

amplitude decay time constant caused by the external loss. The two decay time constants 

are related to the propagation coefficient a  and through-coupling coefficient t  through 

the equations: 
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In (2.42) and (2.43), the time-dependent parameters  r t and  i t are the two 

perturbing terms associated with the effective index and the absorption change of the 

phase shifter in the cavity. Eq. (2.42) is a first-order differential equation that can be 

solved by the forward Euler method or other numerical techniques. The algorithm in the 

forward Euler method requires iterations of equations (2.42) and (2.43) at a time step 

much smaller than the period of the modulated signal in order to obtain a converged 

output. 

The CMT model can also generate the static transfer, using the derivative theorem 

of Fourier transform      dx t dt j tX   , which provides: 
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  (2.46) 

Since the CMT mode only describes a specific resonance, the actual value of r  needs to 

be provided by the intensity transfer generated by the formula in the space domain such 

as the one shown in Figure 2.14. A useful practice prior to the time-domain simulation is 

to compare the static transfers obtained by equations (2.29) and (2.46), which can ensure 

the modulated parameters like r  and i  are accurately assigned. 
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2.4 System modeling  

2.4.1 Overview 

 

Figure 2.18 Flowchart for the system end-to-end modeling  

A preliminary system-level model is built using MATLAB® with the aim to 

provide a fast but insightful estimation for the modulator performance in a transmission 

link. The simulation results can not only be used to validate the device modeling 

discussed in this thesis but also identify those predominant limiting factors in the 

performance such as modulation chirp, bandwidth and large-signal extinction ratio in 

order to generate feedback information for a further optimization. The flowchart of the 

system end-to-end simulation is given in Figure 2.18 showing the main functional blocks 

that are currently implemented in the model. In order to simplify the simulation, it is 

necessary to break down the whole simulation into several smaller blocks (where the 

simulation may be performed either in the time domain or in the frequency domain) so 
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that the specific problem can be singled out and solved. The applications of these 

simulations will be laid out in the following sections by using an example of calculating 

the chirp-induced power penalty from the intensity-modulated over-coupled Si-MRR 

modulators (the one shown in Figure 2.14) in a presence of different aggregated 

dispersions. 

2.4.2 Electrical waveform generation 

For electrical signal generation, a pseudo-random logic pattern consisting of ‘0’ 

and ‘1’ bits should be first created, followed by the electrical waveform generation. A 

raised cosine pulse is used for generating the ‘1’ bit in order to create a more realistic 

device-generated electrical pulse. The raised cosine function in the time domain is 

expressed as  
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1 1 1 1
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  (2.47) 

where bT  is the time interval for one bit and the pulse is assumed to have 100% duty cycle 

or in other words, non-return-to-zero (NRZ).   is the roll-off factor with a range between 

0 and 1, which accounts for the roll-off speed of the pulse edge. 0   corresponds to an 

ideal rectangular pulse whereas 1   corresponds to an ideal cosine pulse that has a 

maximum rising/falling time of bT . Figure 2.19 gives the simulated pulses according to 

Eq. (2.47) as an example for a 10 Gb/s signal with an arbitrary bit pattern for three 

different conditions: 0  , 0.5   and 1  . 
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Figure 2.19 Simulated raised cosine pulse for a 10 Gb/s signal  

Pulse shaping [32] has become increasingly important in digital communication 

owing to its capability to deal with the bandwidth limitation of the transmitter and the 

channel distortion, especially for high modulation rates. Nyquist filtering is frequently 

used to achieve a band-limited signal so that the inter-symbol interference can be 

minimized. The raised cosine filter is a type of Nyquist filter incorporated in the model, 

though their theoretical description is not discussed in this thesis and only the 

mathematical forms are given. To begin with, the frequency response of the raised cosine 

filter which has the similar expression as Eq. (2.47) is given as  
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  (2.48) 

where it can be seen that the bandwidth of the baseband signal is determined to be

 1 2 bT . The time-domain impulse response of Eq. (2.48) is given as  
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where L'Hospital's rule needs to be applied to solve the equations for three points  0 1h   

and    2 2sin 2bh T      . To apply the filtering in the simulation, a convolution 

is performed between the electrical signal and the filter impulse response in the time 

domain to obtain a filtered signal output. Figure 2.20 gives an example of simulated 

impulse responses based on Eq. (2.49) with 0.1 nsbT  for three conditions: 

0,  0.5 and 1   along with their Fourier transforms which give the frequency responses. 

Note that the impulse response given by Eq. (2.49) is divided by its integration over the 

total time span so that the calculated frequency response will be normalized to 1 at DC 

operation. Other filters such as root raised cosine filter, Gaussian filter, Bessel filter, etc. 

are also frequently used for a variety of applications such as pulse shaping, noise rejection 

etc. In principle, they are treated in the same way as the raised cosine filter described here. 

The use of them depends on the focus of the work. For the sake of simplicity, these filters 

will not be further discussed in the thesis. 

 

Figure 2.20 Simulated impulse responses (left) and the frequency responses (right) 
of the raised cosine filter for three roll-off factors.  is 0.1 ns and the time span is 

  
bT

8 bT
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2.4.3 Optical waveform generation in the CMT model 

With a known electrical waveform of the source signal, the effective voltage drop 

on the depletion region can be determined based on the dynamic of the serial RC circuit 

as shown in section 2.2.3. The effective voltage pnV  on the capacitor and the source 

voltage sV  are related by the following expression:  

 
     1pn

pn s

dV t
V t V t

dt RC
    (2.50) 

which is also a first-order differential equation that can be numerically solved by the 

forward Euler method. Using equations (2.26) and (2.28), the capacitance C at zero bias 

and the total resistance R including the 50 ohms source resistance are calculated to be 28 

fF and 104.6 Ω, resulting in the RC constant of 3 ps and the corresponding electrical 3-dB 

bandwidth of 54 GHz. Although the RC constant should be a dynamic term due to the 

modulation on the depletion width, the variation is so fractional that it is neglected in the 

simulation. Next steps are to determine the modulated terms  r t  and  i t appearing in 

the CMT equations, using the analytical method described for the DC simulation. Figure 

2.21 gives an example of the simulated  pnV t ,  r t  and  i t generated by the 

electrical waveform in Figure 2.19 with a peak-to-peak voltage equal to 2 V and  =0.5.  
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Figure 2.21 Simulated  ,  and . 

The optical carrier frequency   in the CMT equations determines which side of 

the intensity transfer is used for modulation. The blue-side modulation is obtained when 

the detuning relative to r at 0 V is positive (towards the shorter wavelength) whereas the 

red-side modulation is achieved when the detuning relative to r at the maximum reverse 

pnV r a
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bias (-2 V in this case) is negative (towards the longer wavelength). Setting   between 

the resonances at 0 V and -2 V will cause a secondary peak at zero level of the 

modulation and thus it should be avoided. The simulated optical waveforms at two 

wavelengths of 1552.29 nm and 1552.35 nm (corresponding to a 10 pm detune towards 

the blue side and the red side, respectively) are compared to show the difference between 

the blue-side and the red-side modulations. By inserting  r t ,  i t ,   and t  (0.972 for 

the over-coupled Si-MRR as given by Figure 2.14) into CMT equations (2.42) and (2.43), 

the simulated results for 128 iterations per 1-bit interval are shown in Figure 2.22, 

including both the intensity waveform   2

tE t  and the chirp waveform  f t . The 

modulation chirp is referred to as the frequency deviation from the central carrier 

frequency and mathematically defined as [33]: 

 2
d

f
dt

     (2.51) 

where   is the phase change of the signal obtained by the argument of the complex 

amplitude. It can be seen that a major difference is the opposite sign for the chirp 

appearing at the signal rising/falling edge. This unique chirp characteristic that can be 

only found in the over-coupled Si-MRR leads to a phenomenon, so-called negative-chirp 

modulation, where a negative frequency change occurs at the signal rising edge whereas a 

positive frequency change occurs at the signal falling edge [34]. The negative-chirp 

modulation is more desirable in an intensity-modulated system because it naturally 

counteracts the positive dispersion possessed by the single-mode fiber for the C-band 

communication window. This feature will be discussed more in the following chapter that 

experimentally demonstrates a negative-chirp modulation using an over-coupled Si-MRR 

modulator. 
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Figure 2.22 Simulated optical waveforms (intensity and chirp) for two 
wavelengths: 1552.29 nm (blue-side modulation) and 1552.35 nm (red-side 

modulation). 

2.4.4 Performance analysis 

The evolution of the slow varying envelope of the modulated signal propagating 

in fiber is governed by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation in which the fiber dispersion 

and nonlinearity are mutually interactive. The nonlinear Schrödinger equation is 

commonly solved in the frequency domain, using the split-step Fourier method (SSFM) 

[35]. In SSFM, the total propagation distance z  is divided into many small steps z , 

leading to de-coupled fiber dispersion and nonlinearity that are then treated separately in 

the frequency domain. Since SSFM is a well-established theory, the detail will not be 

discussed further in this thesis. To study the chirp-induced power penalty, it is a common 
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practice to assume that the propagation loss in the fiber is zero since the modulation chirp 

solely interacts with the dispersion. It is similar to the experimental condition of using a 

lossless dispersion emulator only to emulate a total dispersion from the fiber link without 

introducing loss [36]. As a result, the need for the optical amplifier in the modeling is 

negated. In addition, the nonlinearity of the fiber can be also ignored in the simulation if 

the power launched is assumed small, which is also true for the real-word application. 

At the receiver end, the optical signal is down-converted by a PIN photodiode 

with a responsivity of 1 A/W. It is necessary to have a low-pass filter to limit the 

excessive signal noise. There are two dominant types of receiver noise, namely the shot 

noise and thermal noise, both accounted for in the simulation. The mean current 

fluctuation (or the variance) caused by the shot noise is defined as: 

 
shot

2 2qI f     (2.52) 

where I  is the mean current of the signal and f  is the bandwidth of the filter. Thus, the 

shot noise is significantly larger for the ‘1’ level than for the ‘0’ level. The thermal noise 

variance is defined as: 

 2
thermal

4 B

L

k T f

R
 

   (2.53) 

where LR  is the load resistance , T  is the temperature and Bk is the Boltzmann constant. 

The received signal quality is analyzed by the signal Q-factor defined as: 

 1

1total 0total

oI I
Q

 





  (2.54) 
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where 1I  and 0I  are the mean currents of the modulation ‘1’ level and ‘0’ level, 

respectively; and total  is the standard deviation for the modulation  level which is 

defined as  

 2 2 2
total signal thermal total        (2.55) 

The analytical bit error ratio (BER) is linked to the signal Q factor via: 

 BER 0.5 ( / 2)erfc Q   (2.56) 

To extract the chirp-induced power penalty, a group of BER curves is obtained for 

a fiber span from 0 km to 120 km with a step of 10 km. The dispersion in the C-band 

window in a single-mode fiber is 15 ps/nm∙km giving a total emulated dispersion up to 

1800 ps/nm, while the propagation loss and nonlinearity in the fiber are disabled in the 

simulation. The bit sequence length of the 10 Gb/s signal is increased to 2048 with 128 

samples per bit and two training bits attached ahead in order to allow enough time for the 

CMT simulation to stabilize ( notice that in Figure 2.22, the CMT simulation appear to be 

unsteady at the beginning of pulse train). Pulse shaping at the transmitter is disabled and 

instead, a 4th-order Bessel filter is added at the receiver with a bandwidth of 6 GHz (1.25 

times the Nyquist frequency). The threshold of the decision level is set to be the average 

current of the received signal. An auto-search algorithm is also implemented to search for 

the optimum delay time for the sampling that provides the maximum signal Q-factor. The 

two groups of BER cures are shown in Figure 2.23 (a) and (b) for the blue-side 

modulation and the red-side modulation, respectively. The chirp-induced power penalties 

for the two BER results, as shown in Figure 2.23(c) are extracted by normalizing the 

received optical power relative to the one for the back-to-back BER curve at BER of 10-3. 

Although both back-to-back performances are almost identical, the red-side modulation 
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severely degrades with increasing link distance compared to the blue-modulation owing 

to the influence of modulation chirp. The negative chirp in the blue-side modulation 

counteracts the positive dispersion in the fiber, leading to a low power penalty after 

120km propagation. As a result, the blue-side modulation of the over-coupled Si-MRR is 

preferable for the inter-data centre communication with its potential of not requiring 

dedicated chirp compensation. 

  

Figure 2.23 Simulated BER curves obtained for the fiber link from 0 km to 120 
km at a step of 10 km: (a) for the blue-side modulation; (b) for the red-side 

modulation. (c) Power penalty curves calculated at BER of 10-3 for the two BER 
results. 
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Chapter 3 Negative-chirp modulation using 

silicon micro-ring resonator modulator in a 

metro link 

Si-MRR is considered as a key component enabling high-capacity interconnection 

in short-reach systems especially for some WDM applications within the data centre that 

demand compact footprint and low energy consumption [1–4]. Admittedly, long-haul 

applications where coherent communication is the preferable architecture are still, and 

will continue to be, dominated by the high-performance modulators built on those 

expensive materials such as Lithium Niobate or III-V compounds [5–7]. However, short 

and medium-reach applications like those for inter-data centre or metro links are more 

likely to adopt a low-cost, intensity-modulated and chirp-uncompensated system with 

consequent less stringent requirements on the modulator. In recent years, tremendous 

efforts have been made to improve the performance of silicon modulators in general, 

which leads to an increased attraction for medium-reach systems [8]. 

Traditionally, studies of Si-MRR modulators focus on maximizing the bandwidth 

and efficiency that are the critical figures of merit for shorter links, whereas the 

modulation chirp, an important property that limits application for longer distances, has 

received much less attention [9–11]. A modulated signal with chirp that has the same sign 

as the dispersion of the medium in which the signal propagates will aggravate pulse 

broadening more quickly and eventually lead to an increased inter-symbol interference 

[12]. The effect of different chirp signs for the intensity-modulated system performance 

has been discussed in section 2.4 through a simple demonstration of chirp-induced power 
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penalty for an over-coupled Si-MRR modulator. In a chirp-uncompensated system, it is 

known that zero- or small negative-chirp modulation needs to be maintained in order to 

invoke tolerance against the positive dispersion exhibited in the standard single-mode 

fiber at a 1.55 μm wavelength [13]. As a result, the Si-MRR is required to be over-

coupled and modulated on the blue side of resonance where the slope of the phase 

response does not change chirp sign (as clearly shown in Figure 2.15). This is in contrast 

to an under-coupled Si-MRR whose phase response changes sign, independent of side of 

the resonance slope. 

In this chapter, I will demonstrate an optimally designed over-coupled Si-MRR 

modulator on SOI with a deep notch to provide a large extinction ratio for an intensity-

modulated system. The modulation chirp, especially for the blue-side modulation, is 

theoretically studied. The negative-chirp modulation is verified via 10 Gb/s BER 

measurements at a 1.55 μm wavelength for different link distances up to 100 kilometers. 

The results show that a zero and below zero power penalty up to 50 km link distance is 

achieved and the power penalty at 100 km link distance is as low as 2.5 dB. At the time of 

publication, this was the lowest power penalty demonstrated for a Si-MRR operating at a 

link distance of 100 km [14]. 

3.1 Device fabrication and characterization 

3.1.1 Modulator design 

The Si-MRR devices were fabricated at A*Star lab, Institute of Microelectronics 

(IME) in Singapore. A 12 µm Si-MRR modulator with an all-pass configuration was 

monolithically built on a 220 nm thick SOI, using 248-nm lithography. The channel 
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waveguide had a width of 500 nm and a height of 220nm that guarantees single-mode 

operation while the slab waveguide has a thickness of 90 nm to provide an access for the 

heavy doping region and electrical contacts. The 2D cross-section geometry of the ridge 

waveguide as well as the FDTD-simulated model profile for the fundamental mode has 

been shown in Figure 2.4. An asymmetrical p-n junction operating in the depletion mode 

was embedded in the waveguide that is formed in approximately 88% of the ring whereas 

the remaining intrinsic segment, along with the bus waveguide, forms a 2 × 2 coupler. 

The nominal carrier concentrations of the n-type dopant (phosphorous) and p-type dopant 

(boron) are 3 × 1018 cm-3 and 0.5 × 1018 cm-3, respectively. Two heavy doing regions with 

carrier concentrations of 1 × 1020 cm-3 were placed 800 nm away from the edge of core 

waveguide to avoid an excessive carrier absorption, while maintaining a tolerable device 

resistance.  

To maximize the overlap between the depletion region in the p-doped side of the 

junction and the optical mode (as to increase the efficiency of the plasma dispersion effect) 

the junction was offset from the central position by 70 nm, which was determined to be 

optimal by the modeling results demonstrated in section 2.2.2. The carrier absorption in 

an unbiased condition was estimated to be approximately 30 dB/cm, requiring a coupling 

gap distance of 295 nm to achieve the critically coupled condition (3 dB/ cm intrinsic loss 

is assumed). The actual gap was chosen to be slightly narrower than 295nm as the design 

aim was to obtain an over-coupled Si-MRR with a deep notch.  

A top-view microscopic image for one of the fabricated devices is shown in 

Figure 3.1. High-speed modulation was achieved by driving the GSG (ground-signal-

ground) port (bottom three pads are the signal ports) via an RF probe. Resonance control 

using the thermo-optic effect was provided through an intermediate-level resistive heater 
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(top two pads are the signal ports) placed near the ring. The bus waveguide was 3 mm 

long and light was coupled into the device using a pair of surface gratings.  

  

Figure 3.1 Top view microscopic image of the fabricated Si-MRR 

3.1.2 Modulator characterization 

The DC spectral characterization was performed using a tunable laser source with 

a minimum step of 2 pm and a low-noise photo-detector. The measurement setup is 

shown in Figure 3.2 (a) where a polarization controller aligned the input light to match 

the TE-mode supported by the device. A temperature controller was used to maintain the 

sub-mount temperature at 25 oC for thermal stability. Figure 3.2 (b) shows the measured 

spectra from a small forward bias of 0.5 V up to a reverse bias of -6 V. The input power 

was fixed at 0 dBm. Using the measured off-resonance power, the total optical loss was 
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thus calculated to be 17 dB, including the coupling loss at the surface gratings as well as 

the propagation loss in the bus waveguide. In addition, it can be easily seen that a large 

extinction ratio (~ 25 dB at 0 V) as well as the over-coupled condition (the notch depths 

reduces as the reverse bias increases) was achieved. The resonance spacing between 0 V 

and -6 V was determined to be 98 pm, leading to an average modulation efficiency of 

16.3 pm/V if a sublinear shift is assumed for the specified bias range. The measured 

modulation efficiency is consistent, to a large extent, with the modelling results shown in 

Figure 2.16 for a similar Si-MRR design.  

   

Figure 3.2 (a) Setup for DC intensity transfer measurement. PC: polarization 
controller. TEC: temperature control unit. DUT: device under test. (b) Measured 

DC spectra.  
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Figure 3.3 (a) Setup for S21 curve measurement to extract the device bandwidth. 
(b) Measured S21 curves at two detunings:  and  

The FWHM measured at – 2 V bias is 150 pm indicating a Q-factor calculated to 

be ~10,000, corresponding to a photon cavity-limited optical bandwidth of 19 GHz. To 

determine whether the total bandwidth 3dBf  after reduction by the RC-limited electrical 

bandwidth is suitable for a 10 Gb/s BER test, a lightwave component analyzer that 

includes a vector network analyzer and a calibrated high-speed photodiode was used to 

obtain the small-signal S21 response, the experimental setup of which is shown by Figure 

0 pm  75 pm  
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3.3 (a). A bias-T combined the RF signal and the DC bias that was set to be -2 V. As 

described in section 2.3.2, the laser wavelength detuning also plays a vital role in 

determining the effective bandwidth owing to the optical peaking effect. The S21 curves 

for two blue-side detunings namely 0 pm  and 75 pm  relative to the resonance 

at -2 V were obtained and plotted in Figure 3.3 (b) to reflect the complete bandwidth 

property of the device under large-signal modulation. The extracted bandwidths from the 

two curves are 8 GHz ( 0 pm  ) and 17 GHz ( 75 pm  ) which, as expected, are 

smaller than the optical bandwidth owing to the junction RC constant as well as other 

parasitic elements in the high-speed test apparatus. However, the experimentally 

determined bandwidth is considered sufficient for 10 Gb/s operation.  

The fabricated devices were not intentionally terminated by a 50-ohm impedance, 

thus the device impedance under high-speed operation needs to be characterized in order 

to determine the effective RF signal, that is a sum of the input RF signal and the reflected 

signal, a direct result of impedance mismatch. Larger driving signals can generally 

improve the extinction ratio and reduce the insertion loss of the modulated signal but at 

the same time increase the modulation chirp. For a depletion-type Si-MRR modulator that 

has relatively low modulation efficiency, a large driving voltage is often considered 

beneficial for medium-reach systems due to the resulting high-quality signal. The 

impedance can be accurately estimated if the equivalent small-signal circuit model of the 

device is known. A common technique to derive the small-signal circuit is through fitting 

the theoretical frequency response of the reflective signal onto the measured S11 

amplitude curve measured by the vector network analyzer [15]. However, this method is 

time-consuming and indirect, despite measurement precision. Instead, a simple and 

faithful method based on direct observations of eye diagrams has been developed to 

evaluate the peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp) of the effective signal. 
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Figure 3.4 I-V curve (blue) and its 2nd-order derivative (red) to show the turn-on 
voltage.  

Prior to the eye-diagram measurement, the turn-on voltage of the p-n junction is 

required. Figure 3.4 shows the measured current-voltage curve (IV curve) for the DUT 

studied here and its 2nd-order derivative. The turn-on voltage can be related to the voltage 

at which the first peak appears for the 2nd-order derivative and found to be 0.7 V. The 

signal generator produced a 10 Gb/s 231-1 non-return-to-zero pseudorandom binary 

sequence (NRZ PRBS) signal with a 2.5 V Vpp. Figure 3.5 (a) ~ (d) are the four captured 

eye-diagrams with the reverse bias gradually changing from -2 V to -1.7 V. The laser 

wavelength was detuned by around -10 pm on the blue side of resonance so that the one 

level corresponds to a condition of higher reverse bias. Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) both show 

undistorted modulation with clean one and zero levels, indicating that the p-n junction is 

maintained in the depletion mode. On the contrary, the zero level in Figure 3.5 (c) begins 

to become distorted while the zero level in Figure 3.5 (d) becomes very noisy, meaning 
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that the p-n junction was turned on during the voltage swing, and has switched from the 

depletion mode to the injection mode. Since the turn-on voltage is 0.7 V and the reverse 

bias is -1.7 V in Figure 3.5 (d), the effective Vpp can be accordingly determined to be 4.8 

V (2 × (1.7 V + 0.7 V)). 

 

Figure 3.5 Eye diagrams at different voltages (a) -2 V; (b) -1.9 V; (c) -1.8 V; (d) -
1.7 V. The Vpp is 2.5 V and the signal is 10 Gbps NRZ PRBS pulse train. 

3.2 Chirp analysis 

The voltage-dependent, small-signal α-parameter [16] is used to investigate the 

steady-state chirp of the device and its mathematical expression is given as: 

      
 

d V
V I V

dI V


     (3.1) 
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where  I V  and  I V  are the steady-state, voltage-dependent intensity and phase at a 

given detuning respectively. The negative sign is added in Eq. (3.1) to maintain 

consistency with the time-dependent phase factor j te   previously used in equations (2.29) 

and (2.46). The α-parameter can be calculated once the intensity and phase response are 

both known. The steady-state intensity has been readily given by the DC spectrum as 

shown in Figure 3.2. The phase response can be numerically reconstructed by the curve-

fit method [17]. To ensure the stability and accuracy of the fitting, multiple intensity 

responses measured at different reverse biases are simultaneously fitted onto the 

corresponding theoretical equation that is defined as the absolute square of Eq. (2.29), 

resulting in an extraction of three parameters a , t , and effn . Therefore, the phase 

response can be calculated by computing the argument of Eq. (2.29). Three boundary 

conditions are imposed for the fitting: 1) the through-coupling coefficient t  remains 

unchanged regardless of the bias voltage; 2) the propagation coefficient a  can only 

increase with an increased reverse bias that causes less carrier-induced absorption; 3) 

t a  must always hold for the over-coupled condition confirmed by the experimental 

result. The results of the curve fitting on the multiple intensity responses and the 

numerically reconstructed phase responses are shown in Figure 3.6 (a) and (b), 

respectively. 

The α-parameter for various detunings on both blue (denoted as  ) and red side 

(denoted as ' ) of resonance are calculated and shown in Figure 3.7, using  I V  and 

 V extracted from the intensity and phase responses. Some important information can 

be obtained from Figure 3.7. Firstly, it is possible to have opposite chirps in an over-

coupled Si-MRR modulator, depending on the side of the slope used for modulation. This 

has been discussed briefly in the previous chapter and here it is explicitly demonstrated 

that the sign of the chirp is ultimately determined by the intensity-phase relation. 
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Secondly, the magnitude of the chirp, in general, is lower under a smaller bias voltage. A 

smaller negative chirp can tolerate a larger positive dispersion because it “slows down” 

the pulse compression during which the signal falling edge is travelling faster than the 

signal rising edge. Thus, the modulated pulse can propagate in a longer link without 

significant distortion caused by pulse broadening. However, as discussed previously, the 

device performance depends on not only the modulation chirp but also other properties 

such as the insertion loss and extinction ratio that can usually benefit from a larger 

driving voltage particularly for depletion-type Si-MRRs. Thirdly, a larger detuning 

generally yields a larger chirp with only one exception, i.e. when the chirp tends to 

increase dramatically at the off state when the detuning is small. This is similar to the 

condition that the α-parameter of a single-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator tends to 

become infinite at the off state. However, it should be noted that the near-resonance state 

corresponds to the off state of the modulation so that the effective chirp weighted by the 

transmitted optical power is negligible, provided that a deep-notch intensity response is 

attained. 

 

Figure 3.6 (a) Curve fitting on multiple intensity responses at reverse bias from 0 
V to -5 V. Solid line and dashed line represent the fitted curve and measured curve, 

respectively. (b) Reconstructed phase responses. 
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Figure 3.7 Calculated voltage-dependent, small signal α-parameters for various 
detunings on the blue side ( ) and red side ( ) of resonance 

The α-parameter based on the steady-state response can only be considered as 

semi-quantitatively since the chirp itself is a dynamic term. The dynamic response of the 

Si-MRR under the large-signal modulation, such as overshoot, should also have an impact 

on the total chirp generated. Therefore, the on/off α-parameter is used to quantify the 

large-signal chirp and is defined as [18]: 

 
   
     on/off

on off
2

ln on ln offI I

 



 


  (3.2) 

where the instantaneous intensity and phase output at the on and off states needs to be 

obtained from the temporal response of the modulated signal. Thus, the CMT simulation 

can be conveniently used to find the solution for the temporal response, the detail of 

which has been given in section 2.3.3. Vpp is set to be 5 V while the DC bias is -2.5 V. 

 '
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The raised cosine pulse has a roll-off factor of 0.5 and the electrical RC-constant is 

estimated to be 5 ps for the simulation. The simulated temporal response for a bit pattern 

010 as an example is shown in Figure 3.9 (a) where the positions which are used to 

account for the on (maximum intensity at overshoot) and off states are marked by the two 

black dots. The calculated on/off with respect to the Vpp between -5 V and -1 V for several 

detunings on the blue side are then plotted in Figure 3.9 (b). The result shows that on/off

reduces as the detuning becomes smaller except when the detuning is close to resonance, 

which is consistent with the analysis made for the small-signal α-parameter. 

 

Figure 3.8 Temporal response for bit pattern 101, using the CMT simulation. 
The detuning is -10 pm at blue side. 

  

Figure 3.9 Calculated  for various detunings at blue side. on/off
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3.3 Transmission measurement  

The BER measurement was preformed to validate the dispersion tolerance of the 

over-coupled Si-MRR described here. The schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 3.10. 

A signal generator provided a 10 Gb/s 231-1 NRZ PRBS signal with Vpp of 2.5 V. The 

effective Vpp is approximately double this value (determined to be 4.8 V) owing to the RF 

reflection under impedance mismatch. The optimal DC bias was -2 V, producing a 

maximized extinction ratio, meaning that the device was operating under the small 

forward bias but still below the turn-on voltage for the entire duty cycle. The detuning for 

the device was set to be approximately -10 pm on the blue side of the resonance, 

corresponding to relatively low chirp. As a result, a 14.7 dB extinction ratio was achieved 

by assessing the eye diagram obtained from the back-to-back measurement using an 

oscilloscope. It should be mentioned that an extinction ratio in excess of 13 dB is usually 

required for the commercialized Lithium-Niobate Mach-Zehnder modulators in typical 10 

Gb/s fiber communication systems. In addition to the large extinction ratio, the insertion 

loss for the Si-MRR was as low as 2.5 dB (estimated by the optical power at the on state). 

Thermal stability was provided by an external TEC that maintained the sub-mount 

temperature. An erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a 25 dB constant gain was 

added at the device output to compensate the coupling loss introduced by the surface 

gratings. A narrow-band optical filter was used to suppress the amplified spontaneous 

emission (ASE) noise. The optical power was limited to be 5 dBm in order to avoid 

excessive non-linear effects in the fiber link that ranged up to a maximum of 100 km. A 

pre-amplified detection scheme was implemented at the receiver end that included a 

second EDFA and a high-speed PIN photodiode. The second EDFA fixed the optical 

input power for the PIN at 0.5 mW so that the electrical noise (the shot noise is only 

related to the input power as shown in Eq. (2.52)) remained the same for all BER 
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measurements. Thus, the dominant noise source in the BER measurement was the ASE 

noise proportional to the gain of the second EDFA. The quality of the received signal was 

examined using the eye diagram measured by an oscilloscope. The BER test set included 

an automatically clock recovery unit as well as the automatic voltage decision level 

search that can be also manually adjusted for finer optimization. Finally, the BER at 

different received power was recorded by using a variable optical attenuator (VOA) that 

varies the optical power before the pre-amplified receiver. 

 

Figure 3.10 Experimental setup for the BER measurement. SMF: single mode 
fiber. EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier. VOA: variable optical attenuator. 

BERT: bit error rate tester.  

The measured BER curves for the fiber links ranging from 0 km to 100 km are 

plotted in Figure 3.11, along with the eye-diagrams associated to the corresponding links. 

It is clearly observed from the eye diagrams below 60 km that the extinction ratios are 

increased compared to the back-to-back eye diagram, leading to an improved signal 

quality. The reason is due to the pulse compression that occurs in the negative-chirp 

modulation. As the link distance extends above 60 km, the eye diagrams are more 

distorted owing to the increase in the total fiber dispersion as well as the increasing noise 

introduced by the second EDFA that provides a higher gain to compensate the higher 
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propagation loss in the pre-amplified detection scheme, leading to a reduced signal-to-

noise ratio. The amplifier noise predominantly contributes the signal-spontaneous beat 

noise in the receiver, causing a noisier ‘1’ level which is observed in the eye diagrams.  

 

Figure 3.11 Plot of BER measurement results and the recorded eye diagrams. 
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Figure 3.12 Chirp-induced power penalty for 0 km to 100 km link distance. 

The chirp-induced power penalty previously described in section 2.4.4 is plotted 

in Figure 3.12 by normalizing the received powers at BER=10-9 for all the curves with 

respect to the one for the back-to-back measurement. A negative power penalty remains 

until approximately 50 km, which results in an improved receiver sensitivity. The power 

penalty for the 100 km was measured to be only 2.5 dB, which to the best of my 

knowledge is the lowest value achieved for similar kinds of links using the Si-MRR 

modulator in extended reach. 
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Chapter 4 Advanced modulation using silicon 

micro-ring resonator modulators 

Driven by the exponential growth of IT services, such as high-definition video 

streaming and cloud computing, there is an increasing demand for communication 

systems in the data centre to have larger capacity and higher bandwidth. In a WDM 

system with a simple implementation of on-off modulation, the maximum achievable 

capacity per single channel is limited by the channel spacing. Continuously increasing the 

number of WDM channel to gain the total capacity has met with a number of challenges, 

including a raised complexity of transceiver design as well as a prohibitive power 

consumption that results from the need for more optical sources. Therefore, spectrally 

efficient modulation enabled by Digital Signal Processing (DSP) has attracted much 

attention for silicon photonics systems in short and medium range links. DSP-based, 

multi-level, multi-dimensional (amplitude, phase and polarization) signaling allows for 

the highest data-rate in a single channel, thereby increasing the total system capacity. This 

chapter focuses on the realization of some advance modulations using Si-MRR 

modulators. Section 4.1 demonstrates experimental work on an efficient high-speed 

binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK) modulation using an over-coupled Si-MRR modulator, 

which serves as the cornerstone for building higher-order coherent systems. Section 4.2 

will focus on advanced modulation through an intensity-modulation, direct-detection 

approach (IM-DD) that is favorable for inter/intra datacentre link owing to its low 

implementation complexity and cost effectiveness. The experimental result for a 104 Gb/s 

half-cycle 16-QAM Nyquist subcarrier modulation is demonstrated using a single Si-
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MRR modulator. This is the highest bit-rate demonstrated to date for a single channel, Si-

MRR modulator. 

4.1 BPSK modulation using silicon micro-ring resonator 

modulator 

For coherent systems, the fundamental modulation format is binary-phase-shift-

keying (BPSK) for which two transition states have the same amplitude but a π-phase 

shift. BPSK modulation can be used to build higher-order modulation formats such as the 

quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) and quadrature-amplitude-modulation (QAM) to 

ultimately provide high spectral efficiency. It is known that a single over-coupled Si-

MRR modulator can be used to obtain BPSK modulation [1, 2]. Since a 2π phase shift 

occurs across the resonance such as that shown in Figure 2.15, there can be always found 

two operating points on either side of the resonance that have identical amplitudes but π 

phase difference due to the symmetry of the intensity response (thus providing a means 

for BPSK modulation). One of the highlighted problems with this scheme is the large 

driving voltage that is incompatible with CMOS electronics [3]. In this thesis, a 10 Gb/s 

BPSK modulation with only 2 V peak-to-peak driving voltage is experimentally 

demonstrated with a depletion-type Si-MRR modulator [4].  

The design of a modulator suitable for BPSK modulation is similar to that 

described in section 3.1.1 since over-coupled Si-MRRs are required in both work. The 

phase response of the Si-MRR was characterized using a combination of a curve-fit 

method and direct phase response measurement. In section 3.2, the curve-fit method was 

explained as a numerical reconstruction of phase responses with imposed boundary 

conditions on multiple intensity responses measured at different reverse biases. 
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Additionally, direct phase response measurement was performed by an LUNA optical 

vector analyzerTM (OVA). The OVA measures the amplitude and phase response of the 

Jones matrix elements of the optical passive device under test, yielding a full optical S-

parameter characterization [5]. In order to remove the phase noise generated by other 

passive components present in the measurement path (such as the straight waveguide, 

surface grating, etc.), a reference measurement with only a straight bus waveguide was 

made and the resulting phase response was then subtracted from the subsequent phase 

responses that had Si-MRRs in the measurement path.  

Figure 4.1 shows the measured intensity and phase responses (dotted lines) of the 

selected over-coupled Si-MRR under bias voltages of 0 V and -2 V as well as data fits 

(solid lines) for a comparison. A good agreement can be seen between the results 

obtained from the two methods, particularly for the phase response, indicating a good 

accuracy and robustness for the curve fitting. A π-phase shift required for the BPSK 

modulation was achieved at the intersecting wavelength of the two intensity curves. 

Correspondingly, the required driving voltage is as low as 2 V, which results from a near 

critically coupled condition for which there is a sharp phase change around the resonance. 

However, for the same reason, the insertion loss can be seen to be approximately 10 dB. 

This insertion loss can be reduced by designing for operation further away from the 

critically coupled condition, which will accordingly increase the driving voltage. To 

obtain both small insertion loss and driving voltage, the injection-type Si-MRR modulator 

can be considered for its large modulation efficiency [6], albeit with a more complicated 

driver design. 
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Figure 4.1 Measured and fitted intensity responses (left) and phase responses 
(right) at 0 V and -2 V. The π phase shift occurs at 1554.28 nm, pointed by the blue 

arrow. 

The Q-factor of the device was estimated to be 11000, corresponding to an optical 

bandwidth of 17 GHz. The laser wavelength was initially set to be 1554.28 nm and a sub-

mounted TEC then provided precise alignment of the operating wavelength for the BPSK 

modulation. The 10 Gb/s high-speed performance was investigated by eye-diagram 

measurements as shown in Figure 4.2. The signal generator produced a 10 Gb/s BPSK 

signal with a Vpp of 1 V, which gave an effective Vpp of 2 V on the p-n junction owing to 

RF reflection resulting from the impedance load mismatch. DC bias was set to be -1 V, 

ensuring operation in the depletion mode of the p-n junction. The optical eye diagram 

before demodulation shows a BPSK-like modulation of which two transitional states have 

the same intensity with an intensity dip due to the resonance crossover when one state 

transits into another state. The noise on the top floor, that should be absent, was caused by 

the pattern dependency of the MMR modulator. A commercial BPSK demodulator with 

balanced detection was employed to investigate the eye-diagram of the demodulated 

signal. The fully opened eye (extinction ratio > 10 dB) confirmed that the BPSK 

modulation was indeed achieved.  
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Figure 4.2 10 Gb/s BPSK measurements: optical eye diagram recorded before 
demodulation (left) and electrical eye diagram recorded after demodulation (right). 

 

Figure 4.3 Schematic of QPSK modulator based on two Si-MRR BPSK 
modulators and the corresponding constellation diagram 

Higher-order phase modulation can be built from the foundational measurement of 

this Si-MRR [7, 8]. For example, a QPSK modulator can be constructed by embedding 

two Si-MRR BPSK modulators onto a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) as shown in 

Figure 4.3. A 90-degree phase delay is implemented between two MZI arms so that one 

Si-MRR modulator operates in the in-phase plane whereas the other one operates in the 

quadrature plane. After the coherent recombination at MZI output, the modulated signal 
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will lead to four possible transition states as indicated by the constellation diagram 

(Figure 4.3 right), which doubles the spectral efficiency by encoding two bits into one 

symbol. 

There are two significant problems in using an Si-MRR modulator in its simplest 

form (a single ring resonator with intra-cavity modulation) to achieve higher-order 

coherent modulation. The first one is the inherent modulation chirp associated with the 

non-zero phase response of the Si-MRR. The second is related to lack of fabrication 

tolerance. For the higher-order coherent device, each Si-MRR modulator is required to 

have a uniform performance in terms of field transfer, that unfortunately is not case due to 

fabrication variance ( e.g. in an extreme scenario, an over-coupled condition can be 

switched to an under-coupled condition thus not supporting BPSK). Mitigation of some 

of the fabrication variance is achieved via thermal stabilization of each Si-MRR using a 

designated control circuit. The increased implementation complexity as well as the 

aggregated power consumption that results from thermal control on multiple MMR 

modulators may become prohibitive for cost-sensitive applications. 

4.2 Nyquist single subcarrier modulation using silicon micro-

ring resonator modulator  

Cost effectiveness is essential for silicon photonic systems for short/medium reach 

applications [9]. Compared to coherent modulation where a balanced detector is needed, 

Intensity-modulation-direct-detect (IM-DD) is the most practical approach due to its 

relatively simple implementation consisting of a single modulator and a single photo-

detector per optical carrier [10, 11]. Of the modulator designs available for intensity 

modulation, the Si-MRR modulator has been shown to combine a small footprint with 
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power efficiency and can be conveniently cascaded on a single bus to form an ultra-

compact IM-DD WDM system [12]. Current 100 Gb/s systems (e.g. 100GE-SR4 [13]) 

features an on-off modulation, four-channel IM-DD approach that supports a data rate of 

25 Gb/s per channel whereas four-channel IM-DD systems that support a data rate of 100 

Gb/s per channel have become a major contender for the next-generation 400 Gb/s system. 

Scaling the bandwidth of the Si-MRR modulator to accommodate 100 Gb/s per channel 

presents many technical challenges such as an inherent bandwidth-efficiency tradeoff and 

nonlinear modulation dynamic [14], apart from the spacing limit for WDM channel, 

which makes digital signal processing (DSP)-enabled spectrally efficient modulation 

formats particularly attractive [15]. M-level pulse amplitude modulation (M-PAM) and 

subcarrier modulation are the most common advanced modulations for an IM-DD system 

[16]. Although M-PAM is straightforward, it only provides one-dimensional modulation 

(amplitude) and exhibits poor receiver sensitivity especially for extended reach. 

Subcarrier modulation, on the other hand, is a 2-dimensional modulation scheme 

(amplitude and phase) allowing QAM signal encoding on an RF subcarrier, thereby 

increasing the receiver sensitivity. Furthermore, it also provides more flexibility for 

scaling the data rate as the QAM signal can be increased to higher modes. Among the 

different subcarrier modulation techniques orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM), discrete-multi tone (DMT) modulation, and Nyquist subcarrier modulation (N-

SCM) can provide comparable spectral efficiencies [17]. However, N-SCM provides a 

low-complexity and low-cost DSP design that utilizes a single RF subcarrier (in contrast 

to other techniques that require multiple RF subcarriers) [18]. As a result, N-SCM does 

not need fast Fourier transform processing at both ends of the transceiver as well as the 

adaptive power and bit loading that requires a feedback from receiver to the transmitter, 

thereby improving the power efficiency [19]. All three techniques described have been 
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studied extensively for long-reach system as well as short reach. 100 Gb/s and above data 

rates per single optical carrier based on subcarrier modulations have been demonstrated 

using Si-MRR [20, 21] or other types of silicon modulators [22, 23]. In this thesis, I will 

demonstrate a 104 Gb/s 16-QAM N-SCM for back-to-back transmission. This is the first 

experimental result of its kind demonstrating the highest reported bit rate for a single Si-

MRR modulator operated in an IM-DD system.  

4.2.1 Concept of Nyquist pulse shaped subcarrier modulation (N-SCM) 

The concept of N-SCM is explained by Figure 4.4 where a baseband NRZ signal 

with a symbol rate of sB  is chosen arbitrarily as an example. The bandwidth of a digital 

signal is normally very large, which causes inter-symbol interference (ISI) in a typically 

band-limited transmission channel. Therefore, this baseband signal bandwidth is usually 

limited by the pulse shaping using a Nyquist filter such as the raised cosine filter 

introduced in section 2.4.2, that fulfills the zero-ISI criterion. The bandwidth of the raised 

cosine filter is determined by the roll-off factor  . The Nyquist criterion requires that the 

minimum bandwidth to be transmitted without signal degradation needs to be 2sB  that 

corresponds to a maximum spectral efficiency for a given baseband signal, which can be 

achieved by an ideal filter with 0  . The filtered, band-limited signal is up-converted 

by a RF subcarrier that provides a direct intensity modulation to the optical modulator. 

The smallest frequency scf  of the RF subcarrier without inducing aliasing is equal to the 

bandwidth of the Nyquist filter (measured in the baseband). The spectral efficiency can be 

further scaled by applying a QAM signal onto the RF subcarrier. Half-cycle N-SCM is 

defined when 0  , leading to the most spectrally-efficient modulation with a null-to-

null electrical bandwidth of sB . Single-cycle N-SCM is defined when 1   , leading to a 

null-to-null electrical bandwidth of 2 sB  that is the least spectrally efficient. The 
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characteristic of sub-cycle N-SCM falls in the middle. Choosing different roll-off factors 

results in a tradeoff between the filter design complexity and the spectral efficiency. As 

the filter is implemented in the time domain by DSP, also known as the finite impulse 

response (FIR) filter, a smaller   can yield a larger spectral efficiency but in the 

meantime requires more taps for the FIR, leading to increased complexity and power 

consumption. It should be noted that the added advantage of a higher spectral efficiency 

is the reduced requirement for the modulator bandwidth, which is sometimes critical for 

the Si-MRR modulator that suffers from the bandwidth-efficiency tradeoff. 

 

Figure 4.4 Principle of Nyquist pulse shaped subcarrier modulation. 
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4.2.2 N-SCM Transceiver DSP architecture 

The transceiver DSP design for the N-SCM experiment is shown in Figure 4.5. 

The transmitter DSP was performed by a programmable arbitrary waveform generator 

(AWG) in which a 215 de Bruijn bit sequence was first mapped onto 16-QAM symbols. 

Then, the baseband signals for I- and Q- components were band-limited by a root raised 

cosine (RRC) filter. The frequency response of the RRC filter is defined as the square 

root of Eq. (2.47) so that a matched filter (RRC filter itself) was added in the receiver 

DSP in order to have an overall identical filtering response as that provided by a single 

raised cosine filter at the transmitter. The reason for using a pair of RRC filters is to 

maximize the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver while still maintaining the zero-ISI 

condition. The roll-off factor   was chosen to be zero in order to have a minimum 

demand for the modulator bandwidth that was later found to be the main limiting factor 

for the system performance. An important optimization in the transmitter DSP is 

electrical pre-compensation achieved by a frequency-domain equalization [24], which is 

mathematically described as 

    
 

' S f
s t IFFT

H f

 
   

 
  (4.1) 

where  's t  is the time-domain signal after the pre-compensation,  S f  is the complex 

frequency response of the signal before the pre-compensation and  H f  is the complex 

small-signal frequency response for the end-to-end channel. By inversely multiplying

 H f , the signal at the transmitter is pre-distorted so that the distortion caused by 

transmission in the channel will be eliminated at the receiver.  H f  was measured by 

transmitting 320 frequency tones, equally distributed over 32 GHz (the bandwidth of the 

AWG), and determining the changes in the amplitudes and phases of the stimulus 
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frequencies at the receiver. To reduce the impact of additive noise, eight independent 

measurements were averaged. The downside of the pre-compensation is, however, the 

reduced signal-to-noise ratio due to the boosted high-frequency components. Finally, the 

filtered, pre-compensated I- and Q- components were up-converted, combined, and the 

generated digital RF signal was then converted into analog using an 8-bit digital-to-

analog converter (DAC) operating at a sampling rate of 92 GSa/s before directly driving 

the Si-MRR modulator. 

 

Figure 4.5 DSP architectures for Transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx). RRC: root 
raised cosine. DAC: digital-to-analog convertor. ADC: analog-to-digital convertor. 

VNLE: Volterra non-linear equalizer. 
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At the receiver, an 80 GSa/s analog-to-digital converter (ADC) provided by a 

real-time sampling scope was used to digitize the received optical signal into 5.6 × 105 

symbols. For the offline receiver DSP, the signal was first normalized, down-converted 

and then match-filtered by the same RRC filter used in the transmitter DSP. A low-

complexity second-order 7-tap Volterra nonlinear equalizer (VNLE) was applied to post-

compensate the nonlinear modulation dynamics exhibited by the Si-MRR modulator, (e.g., 

from overshooting, plasma dispersion effects or the Lorentzian transfer function). This 

follows from previous work showing that the VNLE is efficient for post-compensating 

the nonlinearity resulting from a directly modulated laser in an IM-DD system [25], 

which exhibits some similarities with the Si-MRR modulator. The discrete-time Volterra 

series describing a nonlinear system with a finite memory length is given by  

      
1

1 1
'

1
1 0 0 1

, ,
p

pM N N

p p j
p k k j

x n h k k x n k
 

   

        (4.2) 

where  'x n  and  x n are the output and input signals at a discrete time n , M  is the 

order of Volterra series and N  is the tap number representing the memory length. Further,

 1, ,p ph k k  is known as Volterra kernel coefficients that are obtained in a training 

phase using the recursive least square algorithm based on 16,000 training symbols. The 

coefficients were then fixed, as the nonlinear distortion introduced by the Si-MRR 

modulator is deterministic. The total number of kernel coefficients can be calculated by 

1

iM

i
N

 , which requires 56 multiplications to obtain a single sampled value for a second-

order 7-tap VNLE. The order and tap number of the VNLE offer a trade-off between the 

accuracy and the implementation complexity. For an inexpensive IM-DD system, the 

VNLE ought to be as simple as possible. The VNLE design for the work described in this 

thesis resulted from the comparison of BER results in which higher-order VNLE did not 
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offer significant improvement. The N-SCM signal was recovered using a digital square 

and filter-retiming algorithm (re-sampled to 2 samples per symbol), followed by a 21-tap 

half-symbol-spaced linear equalizer that compensates the residual channel distortion. The 

filter taps were pre-converged using the constant modulus algorithm and then updated by 

the radius directed algorithm. Finally, using the blind phase searching algorithm, the 16-

QAM N-SCM signal was re-mapped to bits for the bit error counting and BER calculation. 

4.2.3 System characterization 

The N-SCM measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.6. The analog RF signal at 

the output of the DAC was amplified to a peak-to-peak voltage of approximately 1.8 V 

before being applied to the Si-MRR modulator via a high-speed GSG probe. The DC bias 

was set to -2 V to ensure a depletion-mode operation on the p-n junction of the Si-MRR 

at all times. The laser with 5 dBm output power was maintained in the TE-mode by a 

polarization controller. Light was coupled into the chip through grating couplers that 

exhibited approximately 8 dB insertion loss for each. The modulated optical signal was 

amplified and then filtered before being launched into the single mode fiber. A variable 

tunable attenuator was used to adjust the power level at the receiver consisting of a PIN 

photodiode and transimpedance amplifier with a bandwidth of 40 GHz. Finally, the signal 

was captured and digitized by the real-time sampling scope for the offline receiver DSP. 

 

Figure 4.6 System build for N-SCM measurement. PC: polarization controller. 
SMF: single mode fiber. VOA: viable optical attenuator. OSA: optical spectrum 

analyzer. TIA: transimpedance amplifier.  
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Figure 4.7 (a) Measured DC spectra at various reverse biases. (b) Measured 
system end-to-end small-signal response: amplitude (blue) and phase (red). 

The Si-MRR modulator used for the N-SCM measurement was fabricated on 220 

nm SOI with an add-drop configuration that allows for resonance control via a feedback 

from the drop-port power tap. The design of the p-n junction was similar to those 

previously demonstrated but with different doping concentrations. The carrier-induced 

absorption in the ring was estimated to be 50 dB/cm, while the ratio between the two field 

coupling coefficients at the through port and drop port, as given by Eq. (2.34), was 

optimized for large extinction ratio. DC spectra at different reverse biases are shown in 

Figure 4.7 (a), indicating a large modulation efficiency of 18.7 pm/V and a large notch 

depth (around 20 dB at zero bias). The Q-factor estimated by the 3-dB linewidth at zero 

bias is approximately 7000, corresponding to an optical bandwidth of 27.5 GHz. The 

detuning plays an important role in determining the system performance as it has been 

shown that a larger detuning generally can produce a better linearity and a larger 

bandwidth but come at the expense of a reduced extinction ratio [26]. The optimum 

detuning (pointed out in Figure 4.7 (a)) in the N-SCM experiment was obtained by 

comparing the BER with respect to incremental detuning steps and was found at -100 pm 

at which the system end-to-end response used for the electrical pre-compensation was 
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measured. The results are shown in Figure 4.7 (b), including the magnitude and phase 

response curves. The measured 3-dB bandwidth is about 14 GHz, significantly lower than 

the optical bandwidth determined by the Q-factor. The dominant sources of this 

bandwidth limit include the parasitic resistance and capacitance associated with the DUT 

as well as the impairment of other RF components in the system (in particular the RF 

probe).  

 

Figure 4.8 Measured optical spectra of 20 Gbaud and 26 Gbaud 16-QAM N-
SCM signals 

Figure 4.8 gives the optical spectra of modulated 16-QAM N-SCM signals at 20 

Gbaud and 26 Gbaud (corresponding to 80 Gb/s and 104 Gb/s gross bit rate). The strong 

asymmetry between the magnitudes of the lower and upper sidebands is due to the optical 
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peaking effect [27] that enhances the side band closer to the resonance. Since the 

modulation occurred on the blue side, the sideband towards the lower frequency ( towards 

resonance ) was enhanced. The bandwidth at a -35 dB power level is 41 GHz and 52.3 

GHz, are slightly larger than the doubled symbol rates demonstrating a good spectral 

efficiency owing to a nearly ideal filtering with 0  . 

4.2.4 16-QAM N-SCM BER measurement 

Figure 4.9 (a) shows the BER results in the back-to-back measurement for the 16-

QAM N-SCM signal at 20 Gbaud and 26 Gbaud under two conditions: with and without 

the VNLE in the receiver DSP in order to observe the effectiveness of the VNLE. The 

recovered constellation diagrams as shown in Figure 4.9 (b) ~ (e) are also used to 

qualitatively illustrate the signal degradation induced by the Si-MRR nonlinearity and the 

resulting improvement when the VNLE is used. The inhomogeneous divergence for the 

16-QAM symbols, especially for the symbols at the outer corners, is caused by the 

increased nonlinear distortion at a larger detune. It can be also seen that the symbols with 

the VNLE are more converged compared to those without the VNLE. The lowest BERs 

achieved for the 20 Gbaud and 26 Gbaud signals were 7.8 × 10-4.and 3.6 × 10-3 with the 

VNLE to compensate the nonlinear distortion of the Si-MRR modulator, which exhibits 

an order of magnitude of improvement over the BER results obtained without the VNLE. 

The maximum capacity that can be achieved for the 16-QAM NSCM, as discussed earlier, 

is limited by the bandwidth of the Si-MRR modulator as well as the electrical interface to 

the modulator. The reason can be explained by Figure 4.7(b), i.e. the magnitude of the 

roll-off of the system response at 20 GHz is 8 dB but dramatically increases to 20 dB at 

27.5 GHz. The consequence for excessively amplifying the high-frequency components 

of the input signal is a reduced signal dynamic range and consequently a reduced signal-
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to-noise ratio that adversely affects the system performance. However, it can be 

anticipated that with improvements in the electrical interface to the modulator and 

reducing RC constant of the junction, then a bit rate of 112 Gbit/s can be achieved with a 

BER below the hard-decision forward error correction (FEC) coding limit of 3.8 × 10-3 

[28]. The combination of pre-/post-compensation and Nyquist pulse shaping enabled by 

inexpensive DSP presents an intriguing and practical approach for next-generation 100 

Gbit/s per wavelength IM-DD systems based on the Si-MRR modulator.  

 

Figure 4.9 (a) Measured BER curves for 20 Gbaud and 26 Gbaud 16-QAM N-
SCM signals in the back-to-back link. Recovered 16-QAM constellations diagram 
when the received optical power was 0 dBm: (b) 20 Gbaud without VNLE; (c) 20 
Gbaud with VNLE; (d) 26 Gbaud without VNLE and (e) 26 Gbaud with VNLE.  
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Chapter 5 Resonance control using intrinsically 

defect-mediated photocurrent  

The Si-MRR modulator, benefiting from resonance enhancement, can provide fast 

and efficient modulation with small footprint and low power consumption, which is 

especially attractive to inter-/intra- data center communications. However, one practical 

issue associated with resonant-type modulators is the large sensitivity to temperature 

fluctuation in the host environment [1]. In some cases, this thermal sensitivity is desirable 

and even intentionally exploited. For instance, in a WDM system consisting of multiple 

Si-MRR modulators, the resonance of each Si-MRR is thermally aligned to the 

designated WDM channel via an integrated heater [2–4]. Once the initial alignment is 

successfully performed, an undisrupted high-speed operation of the Si-MRR modulator 

will depend on a precise and continuous locking of the resonance and the laser 

wavelength. Thermal fluctuations such as a transient thermal load in an adjacent channel 

or a slow ambient temperature drift can create an undesired resonance shift that can 

become unbearable for the maintenance of high-speed operation. 

In this chapter, an efficient resonance control utilizing the intrinsic defect-

mediated photo-detection in the depletion-type Si-MRR is demonstrated. The intrinsic 

photocurrent results from sub-bandgap photo-absorption enabled by the residual crystal 

defects in the p-n junction after standard fabrication and is directly measured by a source-

meter that simultaneously provides the DC bias for the p-n junction during the high-speed 

modulation. The described control scheme does not need a dedicated photodetector to 

monitor the power associated with detuning, thereby reducing the fabrication complexity 

(in fact, no additional fabrication is required above that used to fabricate the Si-MRR). 
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The resonance control is achieved by compensating the power of an integrated heater via 

a computer-aided proportional-integral-differential (PID) loop. The thermal stability of 

the Si-MRR modulator under high-speed operation is validated by a 12.5 Gb/s back-to-

back BER measurement.  

5.1 Resonance control method review 

Silicon exhibits a large positive thermo-optic index ( dn dT  is 1.86 × 10-4 /K at 

room temperature near 1.55 µm [5]) so that a red shift in the Si-MRR can be associated 

with an increase of temperature. A genuine approach to resolve the thermal sensitivity in 

Si-MRR is through athermalization in which a passive mechanism is intentionally 

engineered to counter-balance the overall thermal response of the Si-MRR [6]. The 

advantage of this approach is clearly that no extra power consumption is required for 

thermal control. One kind of athermal Si-MRR is obtained by adopting an SOI-

compatible cladding material that can exhibit a negative thermo-optic coefficient, thus 

effectively ‘neutralizing’ the thermal response of the Si-MRR [7–9]. However, the main 

drawback is the need for post-processing that is not compatible with standard CMOS 

fabrication techniques and consequently increases fabrication complexity and cost. 

Another type of athermal Si-MRR is based on the modified interferometric structure, 

namely the ring-assisted Mach-Zehnder interferometer (RAMZI) where the Si-MRR is 

side-coupled onto one of the MZI arms [10]. The waveguide dimension for each MZI arm 

is modified so that the thermal-optic coefficient is different for each arm. When the 

device is thermally perturbed, the different phase shift between the two MZI arms can 

result in an overall ‘negative’ thermo-optic effect that cancels the thermal response of the 

Si-MRR. A modified RAMZI with a low modulation speed of 2 GHz has been 

demonstrated over a temperature range of 35 oC [11]. However, the downside of this 
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method includes an added fabrication uncertainty due to the re-engineered waveguides as 

well as the large footprint associated with the MZI. 

 

Figure 5.1 Conventional PID-based resonator control methods with (a) drop-port 
germanium photodetector (b) intra-cavity defect-mediated photodetector. (c) Cross-

section view of the defect-implanted p-i-n diode and the simple bandgap model to 
explain the process of defected-mediated sub-bandgap photo-absorption. 

In contrast to athermalizing the Si-MRR, active resonance control is a simpler and 

more viable approach to wavelength locking [12]. Although the drawback is the active 

power consumption associated with the control circuit, the overall power consumption for 

a single Si-MRR operation is likely to remain on the order of 100 fJ/bit (which will 

depend on the modulation rate). In particular, PID-based resonance control is a popular 

method that can be easily integrated into a CMOS circuit due to its simplicity. Figure 5.1 

(a) shows the principle for the first proposed PID-based resonance control. A germanium 
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photodetector is used to provide a feedback signal by monitoring the drop-port power of 

the Si-MRR that corresponds to a detuning for a given laser wavelength [13]. When a 

deviation from the desired tuning (set-point value) occurs due to the thermal fluctuation, 

an error signal is generated and followed by the PID control that compensates the power 

on the heater until the resonance is stabilized. This method, however, is not a monolithic 

approach, as it requires heterogeneous integration of germanium, thereby increasing the 

fabrication complexity and cost. 

Alternatively, defect-mediated sub-bandgap absorption can provide a monolithic 

solution for photo-detection in SOI [14]. A resonance control method utilizing an intra-

cavity defect-mediated photodetector is shown in Figure 5.1 (b) where a defect-implanted 

lateral p-i-n junction is embedded into a portion of the ring waveguide to monitor the 

resonant power [15]. The resulting photocurrent due to the sub-bandgap absorption then 

provides the feedback signal for the PID control.  

A simple model is given in Figure 5.1 (c) to explain the mechanism of the sub-

bandgap absorption. Silicon is transparent to the communication wavelength (0.8 eV for 

photon energy at 1550 nm and the silicon bandgap is 1.1 eV). However, the presence of 

defects such as interstitials and vacancies in silicon can create deep levels (e.g. ~0.8 eV 

above the conduction band) that allow electrons to be elevated from the conduction band, 

by photon absorption, and subsequently excited to the conduction band through thermal 

excitation. These electrons are then swept across the junction by an electric field, leading 

to a photocurrent. It is known that this photocurrent depends on the density of the defects 

as well as the optical intensity of the overlapping mode [16, 17]. By placing the 

photodetector inside the cavity, the sub-bandgap absorption can be dramatically increased 

due to the large power build-up around resonance if the Si-MRR is assumed to be 
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critically coupled [18]. However, the drawback of this method is that in addition to the 

standard ion implantation to form the p-n junction for high-speed operation, a secondary 

ion implantation is needed to create the defect region. Moreover, for a small-radius Si-

MRR modulator, a poor isolation between the defect-implanted region and the high-speed 

modulation region can potentially lead to an undesired electrical crosstalk that degrades 

the modulator performance. 

5.2 Tapless resonance control using intrinsic defect-mediated 

photo-current 

The method shown in Figure 5.1 (b) is an attractive approach to resonance control 

due to the monolithic photo-detection. The tapless resonance control method as shown in 

Figure 5.2 can be considered as a variant of the control method given in Figure 5.1 (b) but 

provides a much simpler design without the need for a separate photodetector. The 

depletion p-n junction under reverse bias can readily produce an intrinsic photocurrent 

that arises due to residual lattice defects following standard junction formation via ion 

implantation and rapid thermal annealing (RTA). The RTA is responsible for dopant 

activation as well as removal of the overwhelming majority of defects produced after ion 

implantation, but a small amount of defects still remain in the junction [19], resulting in 

sufficient photo-absorption because of the intra-cavity power build-up [20]. High-speed 

detection using residual defects has been demonstrated in the depletion-type Si-MRR 

photodetector that has the same configuration as the depletion-type Si-MRR modulator 

but with a reversed electrical signal flow (Bias-T decouples the DC and RF components 

of the signal instead of coupling them) [21]. In the present case, the DC photocurrent can 

be directly measured by a source-meter that simultaneously provides the reverse bias at 
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the DC port of the Bias-T during high-speed modulation. The advantage of this tapless 

method compared to the other two methods given by Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) can be easily 

shown. No tap is needed so that the p-n junction can be designed to maximally cover the 

ring resonator, thereby increasing the modulation efficiency as proved by Eq. (2.39). 

Furthermore, no excess optical loss is introduced to the modulator over the intrinsic loss 

associated with the fabricated device. The disadvantage, however, is that the device must 

operate in depletion mode so that the photocurrent can be measured. This limits the use of 

this tapless resonance control method for the depletion-type Si-MRR modulator only. 

 

Figure 5.2 Tapless resonance control using intrinsic defect-mediated 
photocurrent as a measure to the resonant power. 

The defect-mediated photodetector, in principle, has a linear responsivity [22], 

[23]. It is later shown to be advantageous in compensating the input power variation that 

is often responsible for the instability of the PID control. The linear dependence between 

the photocurrent and the input optical power allows the set-point current in the PID loop 

to be normalized to correspond to a specific detuning, thereby increasing the resilience to 
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the input optical power fluctuation. This normalization procedure will be further 

elaborated in section 5.4. 

It should be mentioned that a similar device geometry was reported earlier in 2017 

[24]. However, the mechanism for photocurrent generation in that case is based on two-

photon absorption (TPA) [25]. In order to exploit the TPA with an appreciable efficiency, 

a relatively large optical input power together with a high-Q (>20,000) cavity are required 

to produce sufficient photo-carriers. The downside can be seen as a much higher 

sensitivity to the input optical power fluctuation that can result in the control instability. 

Besides, the maximum cavity bandwidth is limited approximately to 9.5 GHz owing to 

the high Q requirement and the device exhibits a much higher insertion loss due to the 

undesired TPA-induced optical absorption in the intrinsic region (e.g. bus waveguide). In 

contrast, the defect-mediated method shown here requires much lower optical input 

power, and is essentially independent of the Q-factor of the resonator. Thus, the proposed 

method is compatible with bandwidths of many tens of GHz.  

5.3 Device characterization 

The Si-MRR modulator used to demonstrate the resonance control in this chapter 

is obtained from the same fabrication as described in Chapter 3. The defect-mediated 

photocurrent can be consistently measured from Si-MRR devices at different locations 

across the wafer map as long as the laser wavelength is aligned near to the resonance. The 

results presented here are chosen from a particular Si-MRR device with a deep notch 

depth that is able to provide an adequate photocurrent even at a very low optical power 

input. To improve the measurement stability, the integrated heater of the Si-MRR 

modulator was wire-bonded to an external PCB as shown in Figure 5.3 (a). The high-
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speed signal was delivered to the signal pads through a G-S-G probe as shown in Figure 

3.1. To obtain the heater efficiency, optical spectra with zero bias on the p-n junction 

were obtained for a range of heater powers (chosen approximately between 0 mW and 60 

mW), with the results plotted in Figure 5.3 (b). In Figure 5.3 (c), the heater efficiency 

(defined as resonance shift per mW) was determined to be 56.8 pm/mW through a linear 

fit between the extracted resonance shift and the corresponding heater power. This 

calculation has included the parasitic resistance associated with the wire bonding. The Q-

factor of the Si-MRR was estimated to be 11,000 and the small-signal response is similar 

to the one shown in Figure 3.3 (b). 

 

Figure 5.3 (a) Photo to show the wire-bonded Si-MRR device for thermal control. 
(b) Measured Si-MRR spectra for different heater powers. (c) Extracted resonance 

shift with respect to the applied heater power using a linear fit. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) Si-MRR spectra under different reverse biases from 0 V to -4 V. 
Intensity refers to light output from the chip. (b) Measured photocurrent versus 

wavelength. 

The optical spectra as shown in Figure 5.4 (a) were measured under zero bias and 

two reverse biases (-2 V and -4 V), using the setup given by Figure 3.2 (a). As the laser 

wavelength was swept in steps of 100 pm, a source-meter maintained the reverse bias on 

the p-n junction through the DC port of the Bias-T and simultaneously measured the 

intrinsic defect-mediated photocurrent, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.4 (b). It 

is seen that the shape of the photocurrent curves tracks faithfully that of the intensity 

transfer with peak photocurrents and resonances occurring at the same wavelength 
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denoted by the dashed lines. The photo-detection also benefits from a large power build-

up because of the nearly critically coupled condition indicated by the large notch depth 

(>25 dB). Thus for a relatively low optical input power (<-8 dBm deduced from Figure 

5.4 (a)), photocurrent can be measured even in the absence of a reverse bias. The peak 

photocurrent also increases proportionally with increases in reverse bias due to the 

increased cross-junction field that improves carrier collection efficiency. 

The intrinsic photocurrent measured during the high-speed operation should only 

correspond to the average DC-level intensity in the cavity due to the low-pass nature of 

the DC port of the Bias-T. An experiment to study the influence of the speed of RF 

modulation on the generated photocurrent was conducted by varying the data rates at the 

RF port of the Bias-T. The peak-to-peak voltage for the RF signal was set to 2 V and the 

reverse bias was maintained at -2 V to ensure the junction remained in reverse bias (the 

RF reflection was compensated for in this case). The maximum heater power was limited 

at 60 mW to prevent a potential burnout (the maximum load is known to be close to 100 

mW from previous experience). The laser wavelength was chosen as 1554 nm so that 

increasing or decreasing the heater power could produce a red or blue shift respectively as 

indicated by Figure 5.3 (b). A sub-mounted temperature controller (TEC) maintained the 

temperature of the chip at 25 oC to guarantee that the thermal change is only from the 

integrated heater. The photocurrent was recorded by the source-meter when the heater 

power was scanned from 0 m W to 60 mW. The input power (defined as the optical 

power at the input of the Si-MRR modulator) was varied from 0.01 mW to 0.64 mW, 

with an incremental step of 0.09 mW (the laser power was calibrated and the fiber to 

grating coupling loss at the input coupler subtracted to arrive at these values). The 

measured photocurrents are shown in Figure 5.5. The three plots are shifted with respect 

to each other by 15 mW along the x-axis for a visual clarity (otherwise, the three plots 
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overlaps). The measured photocurrents are almost identical regardless of the data rate, 

indicating that the influence from the RF signal is negligible, as expected from a good 

electrical isolation between the DC and RF ports of the Bias-T.  

The responsivity of the defect-mediated photo-detection can be calculated by a 

linear fit between the peak (on-resonance) photocurrent (averaged over the results for 

three data rates) and input power as given in Figure 5.6. The responsivity extracted from 

the linear fit was thus determined to be 1 mA/W. The responsivity is shown to be 

essentially linear, despite a noticeable measurement noise that likely results from the 

input power fluctuation. 

 

Figure 5.5 Recorded photocurrent curves versus the heater power scan for 
various on-chip optical powers. The results are shown for three data rates, 7.5 Gb/s, 

10 Gb/s and 12.5 Gb/s with 2 V peak-to-peak voltage and -2 V Bias. 
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Figure 5.6 Measured peak photocurrent versus the input power along with a 
linear fit. 

5.4 Resonance control algorithm implementation 

A calibration is first performed to obtain the intrinsic photocurrent with respect to 

the heater power sweep in a pre-defined working range (e.g. from Pmin =0 mW to Pmax 

=60 mW) as shown in Figure 5.7. The calibrated profile is only valid for a given initial 

condition including reverse bias, input power, RF signal, etc., which should remain 

unchanged during the entire high-speed operation. Next, a set-point current Isp is chosen 

for a desired modulation condition. The detuning and the slope type (blue or red) to be 

modulated will have a significant impact on the modulation characteristics such as 

extinction ratio, linearity, bandwidth, as well as modulation chirp, which has been 

elaborated upon throughout the thesis. In Figure 5.7, eye diagrams captured at different Isp 

with an input power of 0.32 mW are shown as an example. It should be mentioned that 

the red-side modulation would suffer from self-heating effects that are associated with the 
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skew appearance in the photocurrent plot. This effect would become more severe as the 

intra-cavity power increases. The downside of an excessive self-heating effect is that the 

resonance is difficult to stabilize (partially also due to a sharper slope of the transfer), 

thereby leading to a certain amount of eye-closure as readily shown in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 Modulation regimes for the Si-MRR and eye-diagrams at different 
set-point photocurrents (Isp) in both regimes for a 12.5 Gb/s NRZ modulation. 

Figure 5.8 shows the flowchart for the resonance control algorithm implemented 

in the computer controlling the source-meter and heater power supply via a closed-loop. 

Firstly, a desired Isp is chosen from the calibration profile as shown in Figure 5.7 and the 

heater power is coarsely tuned either from Pmin to Pmax for the red-side modulation or 
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from Pmax to Pmin for the blue-side modulation. The PID control loop is triggered for fine 

tuning once the photocurrent approaches Isp and eventually locks the photocurrent to Isp. 

The cycle period for the control loop is estimated to be shorter than 1 ms, mainly limited 

by the communication delay between the computer and the control apparatus. Two 

additional functions (for the sake of a stability check) are also implemented in the PID 

loop to prevent the system from thermal runway, meaning that the heater power will be 

continuously increased by the PID loop until burnout. This unstable situation results from 

the error signal (   spI k t I  ) switching sign, which could happen when the modulation 

regime changes due to a burst of thermal fluctuation or a reduced input power lowers the 

peak photocurrent below Isp (the latter will eventually force the modulation to switch to 

the other side of the slope). Confirmation of the slope type (red or blue) is realized by 

providing a very small power change to the heater and measuring the resulting current 

change (for example, if the modulation is on the blue side, increasing the heater power 

will reduce the photocurrent). Furthermore, the power check is provided by an off-chip 

power meter taping 10% of the output optical power. If the reduction is measured to be 

more than 2 dB (typically a thermal runaway is observed at this value for an original input 

power of 0.32 mW), the PID control loop is forced to halt to avoid the thermal runway. 

The main cause for a reduction of the input power is fiber drift from the optimum 

coupling location during many minutes of operation.  

A normalization procedure is proposed to alleviate the instability of the PID 

control due to the input power fluctuation that for example, results from a laser power 

change or laser to chip coupling efficiency change. Since the instability originates from 

the fact that detuning does not correspond to a constant Isp for different input power, a 

normalization factor    / 0P k t P    can be multiplied onto Isp where  P k t  is the 

input power measured at each discrete time step, k t , in each consecutive loop and  0P  
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is the initial input power. As the input power is associated with the peak photocurrent via 

a linear dependency, the influence of the input power variation can be negated by the 

normalized Isp that always corresponds to the same detuning. This method requires a 

means to measure the input power, likely prior to the modulator, via a tap-port terminated 

with an integrated defect-mediated photodetector in order to maintain a Ge-free process. 

This method only functions when the photo-detection at both the modulator and input tap-

port has a linear responsivity that is the case for the photo-detection mechanism described 

here. 

 

Figure 5.8 Computer-aided PID algorithm for resonance control measurement.  
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5.5 Validation of resonance control via BER measurement  

 

Figure 5.9 A set of measured BER curves of a 12.5 Gb/s rate fordifferent 
conditions  

The resonance control algorithm was validated by a set of 12.5 Gb/s back-to-back BER 

measurement under different operating conditions. Four BER curves are plotted in Figure 

5.9 in which Isp was set to 180 nA on the blue-side of resonance while other driving 

conditions remained the same as used in Figure 5.7. The first and second BER curves 

(blue and red) were obtained when one of either the sub-mounted TEC control or the on-

chip resonance control was enabled while the other was turned off. The difference 

between the two curves was negligibly small, indicating that the on-chip resonance 

control can provide a similar level of stability as the sub-mounted TEC. This is not 
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surprising because the sub-mounted TEC is also based on PID control. The third BER 

curve (purple) was obtained when both controls were disabled. A significant degradation 

can be observed, which results from an uncontrolled thermal environment. The last BER 

curve (green) was measured when the on-chip resonance control was turned on with an 

intentional temperature fluctuation of ±1oC created by the sub-mounted TEC. The BER 

result exhibited a small power penalty of around 1 dB at 10-9 compared to the blue or red 

curve. The degradation was related to variation of the fiber-to-chip coupling (observed 

via our off-chip tap) when the sub-mount was heated and cooled.  

The error currents recorded in each cycle of the PID loop are also given in Figure 

5.10 in order to support the previous analysis. The four plots correspond to a 2-minute 

time window and are translated by 30 nA with respect to each other along the y-axis for 

visual clarity. It can be seen that as long as the on-chip control is enabled (red and green 

lines), the error current is centered at the respective zero level (shown as the black line) 

over time due to a functional resonance control that locked the photocurrent at Isp. On the 

contrary, when the device was not thermally controlled (purple line), the error current 

slowly walked off the zero level, indicating a permanent resonance change that was not 

compensated. When the temperature variation was induced and the on-chip resonance 

control is off (black line), the error current reflected the magnitude of the deviation and 

the resulting BER became unmeasurable without the on-chip resonance control. Eye-

diagrams were also captured at random times during the BER measurement with each 

eye-diagram based on 50 sweeps. With the on-chip resonance control disabled, the eye-

diagrams were completely distorted owing to the temperature fluctuation. However, when 

the on-chip control was implemented, the eye-diagrams maintained the shape at the set 

point relatively faithfully (compared to the eye diagram in Figure 5.7) due to successful 

locking.  
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Figure 5.10 Error current collected in a 2 minutes window and randomly selected 
eye diagrams when the control was either on or off during the BER measurement 

when a temperature variation was induced. 

In this chapter, a generic resonance control method was introduced, utilizing the 

defect-mediated photocurrent that intrinsically arises from the residual defects in a 

depletion p-n junction. The simplicity of this method negates the need for a drop-port 

germanium photodetector as well as a dedicated intra-cavity defect-mediated 

photodetector, allowing the ring waveguide to be maximally covered by the p-n junction. 

A digital PID control algorithm was designed and the issues that can cause control 

instability were identified and addressed. A proposal was made to compensate the input 

power fluctuation, utilizing a normalization factor due to the linear responsivity. The BER 

results were obtained as essentially error free when the on-chip feedback control was 

enabled, even under an intentionally induced temperature fluctuation. Furthermore, the 
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proposed control scheme can be easily integrated into a CMOS circuit to achieve a tapless 

resonance control. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and future work 

This thesis document presents a study of high-speed Si-MRR modulator operation 

and specifically presents new insight into the following: device and system performance 

modeling; chirp characteristic in the extended reach; advanced modulation format; and 

resonance control. These subjects are highly interrelated and this work aims to promote 

Si-MRR modulators for data center applications from short to extended reach. In this 

chapter, a summary of the thesis work is first presented and suggested future work is then 

discussed. 

A thorough theoretical basis was presented in Chapter 2, using a bottom-to-top 

modeling that aimed to support the device-to-system performance of a Si-MRR 

modulator. In this analytical approach to solving the plasma dispersion effect, the 

effective index and optical mode profile for a single-mode SOI waveguide were 

computed by the EIM, whereas the classical, well-established 1-D p-n junction theory 

under a full-depletion assumption was utilized to obtain the free carrier profile along with 

the junction RF characteristic. Subsequently, the static response of the Si-MRR modulator 

was calculated by incorporating the plasma dispersion effect into the static transfer 

function of a passive ring resonator. Further, the dynamic response of the Si-MRR 

modulator was obtained by the well-known CMT equations that contain two perturbing 

terms for the cavity loss and resonance frequency. The calculated slowly varying 

envelope due to the electrical modulation served as the link between the device 

simulation and the system simulation, thus enabling the performance of a transmission 

link to be examined. A simple system end-to-end simulation was demonstrated to show 

the chirp-induced power penalty of an over-coupled Si-MRR modulator in an intensity-

modulated system. 
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Chapter 3 provided a theoretical analysis of the chirp characteristic of an over-

coupled Si-MRR modulator, using the α-parameter. Then, the negative-chirp modulation 

for a 10 Gb/s NRZ modulation was experimentally demonstrated for the first time using a 

depletion-type Si-MRR modulator. The low chirp-induced power penalty after a 100 km 

link distance resulted from the optimally designed over-coupled Si-MRR modulator that 

generated a small negative chirp at the optical pulse transition period. As a result, the 

optical pulse first underwent a pulse compression before broadening as graphically 

illustrated by the eye diagrams captured for different link distances. This study is 

important if the Si-MRR modulator (commonly used for the short-reach interconnect) can 

be useful and competitive in the medium-reach application, such as inter-data center 

communication where the performance can be limited by the chirp-induced signal 

distortion.  

Chapter 4 explored the potential of advanced modulation formats in the Si-MRR-

based system in order to increase the spectral efficiency, which is driven by the need for a 

higher system capacity. In the first section, the capability of achieving coherent 

modulation was conveyed by an experimental demonstration of a low-voltage driven 

BPSK modulation using an over-coupled Si-MRR modulator. The second section 

described work with emphasis on a DSP-enabled spectrally efficient 16-QAM Nyquist 

subcarrier modulation. The rationale of this study is that the Si-MRR modulator has a 

superior performance for intensity modulation in terms of efficiency and footprint, while 

the subcarrier multiplexing is an excellent approach to increase the spectral efficiency in 

an intensity-modulated system with a limited number of optical carriers. For this section, 

a single-carrier, single-polarization with ultra-high data rate (104 Gb/s) 16-QAM N-SCM 

modulation was experimentally achieved in the back-to-back measurement, owing to a 
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combination of pulse-shaping and pre/post- compensation DSP techniques to mitigate the 

nonlinear distortion and bandwidth insufficiency problems in the Si-MRR modulator.  

Chapter 5 described a generic PID-based resonance control method for a 

depletion-type Si-MRR modulator. The feedback signal was provided by the intrinsic 

photocurrent resulting from residual-defect-mitigated sub-bandgap absorption. The 

residual defect was believed to remain after the standard p-n junction formation and 

annealing process, thus negating the need for either a dedicated intra-cavity defect-

implanted monitor or a drop-port Ge photodetector. Furthermore, this photocurrent was 

directly collected by a source-meter while the Si-MRR modulator was under RF 

modulation. This control configuration can allow the ring waveguide to be maximally 

covered by the p-n junction in order to increase the modulation efficiency that is critical 

for the performance of a depletion-type Si-MRR modulator. A digital PID control 

algorithm was developed and confirmed by successfully locking the resonance during a 

12.5 Gb/s high-speed BER measurement in the back-to-back system. The responsivity of 

the photo-detection is linear, which can be utilized for removing the instability issue 

caused by the input optical power drift. 

Some recommended future work that can extend the scope of this thesis is now 

discussed. Firstly, a more comprehensive study can be used in the future to compare the 

Si-MRR modulator to other modulators based on different technologies regarding the key 

figures of merit such as bandwidth, power consumption and thermal stability. In Chapter 

2, Monte-Carlo simulation can be implemented to examine the probability of all 

outcomes (device performance) associated with the fabrication uncertainty. This requires 

substituting a group of design parameters (e.g. doping level, junction offset, waveguide 

dimension, etc.) that have inherent uncertainties. It is also beneficial to perform a full-
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numerical simulation to investigate if there is any persistent deviation between the 

analytical approach and numerical approach. If a deviation occurs, it means that the 

analytical model will generally lead to a biased device performance so that some 

correction factors should be inserted as supplements for the analytical modeling. For the 

CMT simulation where rate equations are solved, more advanced numerical algorithms 

(e.g. backwards Euler method) can be used to improve the simulation stability and 

accuracy 

More work can be done for the system model for it is still an on-going effort. For 

instance, advanced modulation formats (e.g. PAM-4, subcarrier modulation) in 

conjunction with proper detection and error counting simulations can be further 

incorporated in the model since it is particularly important to have a systematic study on 

performance limits for advanced modulation techniques such as the one shown in section 

4.2. Moreover, some DSP functions such as filtering, equalization, etc., can be included 

for more realistic simulations. 

In Chapter 3, the performance (specifically the modulation chirp) for the under-

coupled Si-MRR modulator in extended reach can be further investigated. As the near 

critically coupled condition is the design target for extend-reach applications, the 

resulting device can be expected to be either over-coupled or under-coupled owing to the 

fabrication uncertainty. For an under-coupled condition, the sign of chirp may vary during 

modulation and consequently a negative chirp cannot be maintained. If this modulation 

chirp causes a performance limit, a chirp compensation mechanism such as electrical pre-

compensation or dispersion compensating fiber must be employed to improve the overall 

transmission performance. In this case, the starting point would then be to quantify the 
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modulation chirp generated in the under-coupled Si-MRR, using the methods readily 

shown in Chapter 3. 

For the N-SCM work presented in Chapter 4, a comprehensive study could be 

planned in order to determine the dominant limiting factor (e.g. bandwidth, linearity or 

detuning) in the system performance without relying on time-consuming and expensive 

exercises in the lab. Therefore, a system-level model as suggested previously must be 

provided first so that it can provide a comparison study by varying a particular condition 

(e.g. detuning or resonator Q-factor). Moreover, DSP is notoriously known for its large 

power consumption that is somewhat prohibited in the cost-sensitive applications. As a 

result, the total power consumption including the essential DSP for the N-SCM to be used 

in the communication link needs to be estimated. Can the power consumption be reduced 

by optimizing the DSP| algorithm ( e.g. reducing the number of tap used in VNLE)? 

Finally, the future work in Chapter 5 can be related to the estimation of the power 

consumption for the resonance control scheme described. To achieve this, an integrated 

device must be realized in the first place. For example, the Si-MRR device can be bonded 

to an external circuit that provides a similar function as the source-meter, while the heater 

power tuning in the PID loop can be realized by a programmable off-the-shelf FPGA chip 

together with a power supply that provides the resonance control. Another suggested 

future work is to investigate the long-term stability (e.g. responsivity) of the defect-

mediated absorption through a high-temperature aging study. One interesting question 

still remains that if the defect-mediated absorption through residual defects is independent 

of fabrication process, which leads to theoretical study on residual defects (such as the 

originality, composition and thermal stability). 


